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"aOREWORD

This report documents the cumulative results of Contract NAS3-17802, "Centaur

Propellant Acquisition System Study," Contract NAS3-19693, "Centaur Propellant

Thermal Conditioning Study," and NAS3-200£2," A Study of Liquid and Vapor Flow

Into a Centaur Capillary Device." These contracts were conducted _ver a period
from January 1974 to September 1979. The NASA/LeRC Program Managers were

W. J. Masiea and J. C. Aydelott for NAS3-17802, J. C. Aydelott for NAS3-19693,
and E. P. Symons and J. C. Aydelott for NAS3-20092. The General Dynamics

Convair Program Managers were M. H. Blatt for NAS3-17802 and NAS3-19693 and
M. H. Blatt and R. D. Bradshaw for NAS3-20092.

Three reports documenting the results of each individual contract have been published.
These reports are NASA CR-134811, "Centaur Propellant Acquisition System Study,"

June 1975; NASA CR-135032, "Centaur Propellant Thermal Conditioning Study," and

NASA CR-159657, "Liquid and Vapor Flow Into a Centaur Capillary Acquisition
Device," September 1979.

A follow-on effort to NAS3-20092 is reported on in Section 2.4 of this report to extend
the study r_sults to Orbital Transfer Vehicles. Unlike the above three contracts which
are summarized in this document, this effort has not been reported elsewhere.

Concepts and procedures aeveloped in the prior studies were employed to define the

mission variables and to make the systems comparisons for these vehicles.

In addition to the program managers many General Dynamics Convair personnel
contributed to the studies. The key individuals and their contributions are listed
below.

M. D. Walter Acquisition System Design

R. L. Pl3asa_t Turbopump Thermal Subcooler Analysis

R. C. Erickson Vent/Mixer Analysis

H. Brittain Wicking Test Conductor

D. Uhlken Liquid and Vapor Flow Test Conductor

J. A. Risberg Liquid 2,'.d Vapor Flow Test Correlation

M. E. HiU SettlingAnalysis

: All data are presented with the International System of Units as the primary system and

English units as secondary. The English system was used for the basic calculations.
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SUMMA RY

This report represents a summary of a continuing effort, spanning more than five

years and three separate contracts, to evaluate and investigate alternative cryogenic
propellant management systems for a Shuttle-based upper stage vehicle. The vehicle
used for the comparisons was the Centaur D-1S. This was the best defined Shuttle-

based upper stage vehicle at the initiation of _he study.

The initial study was a comparison of a!ternative propellant management systems that
included start tanks, start baskets and settling thrusters. The comparison showed that

pasta,rely cooled start baskets with heat exchangers to subcool fluid flowing to the
boost ptm,ps were a promising candidate for multiburn missions.

Passive cooling, thermal subcooltng, and fluid mixing were examined in detail. An
analytical and experimental study of wick_g using candidate screen configurations

successfully demonstrated the feasibility of capillary device passive cooling. Thermal

subcooler sizing analysis was performed for providing Centaur D-1S turbopump

NPSP (net positive suction pressure) for three engine candidates. Existing experimental
mixing studies to destroy thermal stratification were compared to obtain the best

mLxing correlation. This correlation was used to size thermodynamic vent systems
for Centaur D-1S and other advanced Shuttle-based Centaur derivatives.

Capillary device refilling using settled fluid and vapor inflow across wetted screens were

studied analytically and experimentally. A computer program developed to predict capri-
lary device performance was successfully correlated with experimental data and used

to analyze Cent0urD-1S LO2 and LH2 capillary device refilling. Vapor inflow analysis
resulted in development of a semi-empirical model for vapor flow across a wetted

screen window that was only partially correlated with test data due to difficulties in
obtaining repeatable test results.

A propellant management system comparison was conducted %r the Centaur D-1S to
compare capillary devices versus settling; pressure fed pumps, boost pump fed pumps
and pumps using thermally subcooled propellants; cooled and uncooled ducts; and dump-
lng any coolant overboard versus pumping it back into the tank. The comparisons showed
that the baseline Centaur D-1S system (using pressurization, boost pumps and propellant
settling) wa_ the best candidate (for missions having five burns or less) based on payload
weight penalty. Other comparison criteria and advanced mission conditions were
identified where pressure fed system, boost pumps using :hermally subcooled propellants
and capillary devices would be selected as attractive alternatives.

PRFA:IED/N'GPAGE BLANK NOT FILMI ,
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In a follow-on effort to the system comparison described in the above paragraph, the

preferred concepts from that study were examined for APOTV and POTV vehicles for

delivery and round-trip transfer of payloads between LEO and GEO. Mission profiles

were determined to provide propellant usage timelines and the payload partials were

defined. I'hree system concepts were studied: the concept with propellant settling and

pressurizatien had the low2st payload penalty, the concept with propellant settling and

a thermal subcooler to provide NloSP had the lowest hardware weight, while the capillary

start basket with a thermal subcooler was heaviest in both respects. The L02 fluid

residuals with thermal subcoolers are a major weight penalty. All concepts considered

used tank-mounted boost pumps to minimize NPSP requirements. 7ae preferre :

system for APOTV and POTV vehicles was also selected in the earlier study and is the

Centaur D-IS system.

_v
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1
uNTRODUCTION

During low-gravitycoast,vehicledrag and disturbingaccelerationmay position

propellantaway from thetankoutlet.Enginestartun ,'rtheseconditionswillcause

vaporto enterthepumps, producingcavitation,poor engineoperation,and possible

feedsystem failure.To eliminatetheseundesirableoccurrences,means must be
providedtopositionliquidinthesump and over thetankoutlet.The method currently

used on Centauristo settlethepropellantsby usingsmallthrustersto applya linear
accelerationtothevehicle.This method, whilewellproven,imposes mission

constraintsinwaitingforpropellanttobe settledand weightpenaltieswhich are a
functionofthenumber ofengineburns. The use ofa capillaryor surfacetension

devicetotrappropellantsovertheoutletinlow gravityisa more advancedbut less

proventechnique.The weightpenaltyforthe surfacetensiondeviceisl. sensitive
to number ofe_gineburns and providesaddedmissionflexibilityinallowingquick

enginestartup.

Capillaryacquisitionsystems fallintotwo main classes,partialacquisitiondevices,
such as startbasketsor sta_ tanksthatrelyupon fluidsettlingforrefill,and "total"

acquisitionconcepts,such as linersor channelsthatcover a substantialportionoftank
area and maintaincontinuouscontactwiththemain liquidpool. A partialacquisition

conceptoperatesby maintainingliquidover theoutletinsufficientquantitytoallowthe

main liquidpooltobe sett|ed.The settledliquidrefiUstheacquisitiondevice. During
enginefiring,vapor enterstheacquisitiondevicevolume. Capillarydevicegeometry
must be designedso thattheenteringvapor does notcreateadverseliquidspilling

fro_.thebasketaway from theengineoutletor cause difficultiesinrefillingthe

devicewithliquid.Totalcontroldevicesare eithermaintainedfullof liquidduring

main engineburns or refilledbetweenburnsby capillarypumping, venting,or

mechanicalpumping.

Startbasketsperform thefunctionof retainingpropellantsover thetankoutletforboost

pump and enginestarmp. This studyexamined boththerequirementsof cryogenicstart

basketacquisitionsystems Inperformingthisfunctionand theInteractionof the
acquisitionsystem with relatedvehiclesystems.

Systems interactingwiththeacquisitionsystem are shown in Figuret-l:thepressuri-
zation,vent,and propellantgagingsystems,main engines;boos pumps and propellant
ducts.

Thermal conditioning of the capillary device is a major design consideration. To
maintain liquid over the tank outlet, propellant vaporization and bulk boiling within
the acquisition device must be prevented. Vaporization can be caused by incident

1-1 *
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enE-_UR_ZAT'0NSYSTEU
THE/_ RMOOYNAMIC VENTSYSTEM heating through the tank walls, heating

,i__ _-_-/ from the engines, boost pumps, and

feedlines, and by pressure fluctuations in

the tank due to venting or pressurant

cooling.

CU,LLA_VACau,stnCNSYSTEM The pressurization system has a major/____

/;__ interaction with the acquisition device.

/./_ _/_ FeEOLN Since pressurizaAon will be accomplished
p.OPELLANTY_%1_:9,/- _o0_T}__ when the liquid is unsettled, the use of

VeNTS,STE,OOtINO

UTILIZATION _ warm pressurant will cause rapid ullage

SYSTEM CO_tS pressure decay when the cold liquid is

e.G_Ne PUMPS "settled" through the pressurant. Cold

pressurant should be used in lieu of warm

Figure 1-!. Capillary Acquisition Sub- pre _surant to alleviate this problem.
System Interfaces

The vent system influences the acquisition
system des_,o_mby causing forced convection heat transfer to occur at the basket surface
and by causing tank pressure reductions that could drop the saturation temperature of
the tank below the acquisition device surface temperature. Both factors cause
increased requirements for thermal conditioning liquid to prevent screen dryout. (Both
active and passive thermal conditioning systems were designed for preventing screen

dryout. Active thermal cenditioning was initially considered in the most detail).

Propellant utilization systems such as the cap,- _-itance gaging technique used on the
Centaur D-IS cannot sense any liquid trapped in the capillary device above the settled
liquid. Means must be provided for either separately sensing this trapped liquid or
empirically verifying analytical predictions of the trapped liquid quantity.

A primary consideration of the study was the interaction of th_ boost pump and
propellant ducts with the capillary device. The method of thermal conditioning the
boost pumps and duct_ directly affects feed system chilldown and capillary device
volumetric requirements. Methods of supplying boost pump NPSH were a major concern

in studying pressurization system alternatives. Feed system startup and shutdown

transients may influence acquisition system retention requirements.

Engine soakback heating contributes to feed system chilldown requirements. Engine
vibrations may induce capillary device vibrations that cause loss of retention capability.

The initial major effort in the study compared capillary acquisition systems to the
baseline Centaur D-IS propellant acquisition system using settling thrusters, pressure-

fed boost pumps and uncooled propellant ducts. Since the acquisition system interacts
with many other systems in the vehicle, comparison of acquisition devices considered

all changes to the vehicle caused by the particular acquisition system being implemented.
Acquisition systems that appeared promising were studied in more detail.

1-2
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The analysis to be described in Section 2, Study Results and Discussion, indicated that

•t passively cooled start baskets fabricated from fine mesh screen materials, together
with thermal subeoolers (for replacing the main tank pressurization system) were

promising for multiple burn missions. As a result of this analysis, studies were

undertaken to define critical processes in passively cooled capillary device operation.
Passive cooling of cryogenic capillary device screen surfaces was identified as the

only low weight and high reliability therma_ conditioning option available. Heat

exchangers for subcooling liquid to provide pu_.p NPSP are a necessary subsystem
when capillary devices are employed because of the high weight requirement of the

cold pressurant system otherwise required. Capillary device refilling with settled

fluid is a critical process in the operation of a start basket. Screen wetting when

subjected to vapor flow is a critical process in start basket passive cooling.

Thermodynamic vent system development was identified in Reference i as a critical

technology item in the evolution of the current Centaur D-1T to a Shuttle-based Centaur.

1. l GROUND RULES

The baseline vehicle configuration was the Centaur D-1S as defined in Contract NAS3-

16786 and reported in NASA CR-134488 (Reference 1). This vehicle represented a
minimum change D-1T configuration (Centaur currently used with Titan) modified to

be compatible with the Space Shuttle interface, operations and safety requirements.

Since the time of Contract I';AS3-16786 there have been a number of changes in this
configuration as a result of later studies. However, the data in this report represents

results using th_ original configuration when the initial capillary acquisition device

study (Contract NAS3-17802, Reference 2) was conducted, Approxlznately 95 percent
of the existing D-1T components remain unchanged for the D-1S. Figure 1-2 illustrates

the modifications made to the existing D-1T to evolve to a D-1S that affected acquisition
: subsystem design and tradeoffs.

Mission profiles for the study were th_ planetary, synchronous equatorial and low earth

mission profiles of NAS3-16786 (Reference 1), as given in Tables 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3.

Heating rates, nominal tank pressure
¢E"TAU"O'T levels, and other missicn conditions were

_EX,STI_G±vt.lc_ also obtained from Reference 1. Parameters
7" . not specified were generated using analyticalCENTAUR04$

or empirical techniques consistent with theNEWPROPELLANTFILL&ORAIN

MOO_tCA_,ONSLOCAr,Q_S EX_O.L_ designoftheCentaurD-IT and D-IS. The
TO O-iT A|QRT _ U_'._Ptiht|$ (St;; £XISflNG O-IT

T,E._e._OWA.,CVENTSY_E.SCOUPO_TSUS_O_systems designedinthe studydidnotimpose.'TON..t,,tAY. SIO_WAt_
,,su_.,'no, constraints on the operation of the Shuttle

or affect the Centaur/Shuttle abort capability.
Figure 1-2. Evolution of the Existing

Centaur D-IT to a Centaur Only for the task of determinh,_, worst case
Compatible With Space Shuttle thermodynamic vent/mixer requirements

1-3
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Table i-1. Planetary Mission Profile

Burn InitialEvent/ Propellamt Initial Aeeel-

Time Initta/Mass, Time, Burned, Final Mass Pereentl eration,

(mln.) kgm (ibm) !see kgm (Ibm) kgm (Ibm) Full, g

Loading LO 2 11,564 (25,450)

(T=0) LH 2 2,397 (5,279)
•_IESI Vehicle 22,434 (49,413) 8,988(19,57g)

(T=67_ LO 2 11.488 (25,304) 441.4 11,302 (24,894)i 186 (410) 96 0.61

LH 2 2,344 (5,164) 2,243 (4,941)i I0! (223) 95

•Assumes 11,946 kgm (26,313Ibln),LO 2 2,478 kgm (5,459Ibm), LH 2 for fulltank.

Maln enginethrust= 13,620 kgf (30,000Ibf) ISP = 443.82 sec

Maximum ACS thrust= 10.9kgf (24ibf) Pavload= 6,567 kgm (14,465 lhm)

Maximum ACS accelerationbefore lastburn = 4.86 × 10-4 g's Dry welght= 2,015 kgm (4,439Ibm)

imam engine flow rates, LO2 = 25.6 kg/see (56.4 Ib/see) Burnout acceleration - 1.53 g's
LH 2 = 5.1 kg/sec (1L2 lb/see)

Table 1-2. Synchronous Equatorial Mission Profile

m_t_al
Event/ Burn Propellan¢ Initial Aceel-
Time Initial Mass, Time, Burned, Final Mass, Percent eration,

(raIn.) kg m (ibm) sec kgm (ibm) kg m (Ibm) Full" g

Loading LO2 11,554 (25,460)
(T - 0) LH2 2,397 (5,279)

MES1 Vehicle 21,541 (47,447) 12,100 (26,663)

(T=67) LO 2 11,488 (25,304) 305.4 7,854 (17,299) 3,634 (8,005) 96 .3

LH 2 2,344 (6,164) 1,525 (3,360) $19 (1,804) 95

MES2 Vehicle 12,162 (26,798) 7,956 (17,625)

(T=384) LO 2 3,621 (7,9'_5) 132.3 3,&03 (7,196) 190 (419) 30.3 1.12
LH2 782 (1,723) 663 (1,465) 117 (258) 31.6

*Assumes 11,946 kgm (26,313 Ibm), LO 2 2.478 kgm (5,459 Ibm), LH 2 for full tank.

Maln engine thrust - 13,620 kgf (30,000 U_) ISP = 443.35 sec
Maximum ACS thrust = 10. 9 kgf (24 Ibf) Payload = 5,53_ kg m (12,199 lb m)

Max. ACS acceleration before last burn - 5.96 x 10 -4 Ts Dry weight - 2,090 kg m (4,604 Ibm)
MiXture ratio - 5.0 Burnout acceler_ion = 1.71 g' s

Main engine flow raZes, LO2 - 25.7 kg/sec (56.65 lb/sec)

; LH 2 - 5.01 kg/see (11. 03 ;h/see)

1-4
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Table 1-3. Low Earth Orbit Mission Profile

i Initial

Event/ Burn Propellant Initial Accel-

Time Initial Mass, ifTime. Burned, Final Mass Percent era_ion,

(rain. _ kgm (Ibm) I sec kg m (Ibm) kgm (lbm_ Full* g

Loading I LO 2 11,554 (25,450)

(T= 0) LH2 2,397 (5,279_

MESl Vehicle 19,090 (42. 048) 16,363 (36.042)

(T_CT, ] LO 2 11,488 (25,304) 88.6 2,294 (5,052) 9.194 (20,252} 96 0.71

LH 2 2,344 (5,164) 434 (955) 1.911 (4,209) 95

MES2 Vehicle 16. 264 (35, $24) 10,373 (22,849)

(T=IIS) LO 2 9.155 (20.165) I_1.32 4,955 (10,915) 4,200 (9,250) 77 0.84

LH 2 1.885 (4,153) 935 (2,060) 950 (2,093) 76

MES3 Vehicle 10,246 (22,568) 6,536 (14,397)

(T=408) LO 2 a, tA2 (9,167) 120.61 3,121 (6,875) 1,038 (2,286) 35 1.33
LH 2 913 _,: 010) 587 (1,294) 325 (716) 37

I
MES4 Vehicle 6.443 (14.192) 5,861 (12.910)

(T-459) LO 2 998 (2,198) 18.90 489 (1,078) 509 (1,121) 8.4 2.11

LH 2 295 (650) 93 (204) 207 (456) 11. 9
i

MES5 Vehicle 5,765 (12,695) 5,433 (11,967)

(T=553) LO 2 468 (1,031) 10.8 279 (614) 189 (417) 3.9 2.36

i LH2 178 (393) 53 (116) 126 (277) 7.2

*Assumes 11,946 kKm (26,313 Ibm), LO 2, 2,478 kgm (5,459 Ibm), LH 2 for full tank.

Main engine thrust - 13,620 kgf (30,000 lbf) ISP - 443.8 cec

Maximum ACS thrust = 10.9 kgf (24 Ibf) Payload = 2,842 kgm (6,260 Ibm)
Max. AC$ accelerationbefore 5thburn = 1.89x 10-3 g*s Dry weight,,2.225 kgm (4.901Ibm)

: Mixture ratio = 5.298 Burnout acceleration ,, 2.51 g,s

Main engine flow rates, LO 2 = 25.9 kg/sec (57.05 Ib/sen)
LH 2 = 4.89 kg/sec (10.77 Ib/eec)

*_ were vehicle candidates expanded beyond that of the Centaur D-1S. For that task all
versions (current in 1975) of Shuttle-based Centaur were considered. Three tank sizes
were investigated for each expendable and reusable version of the Centaur Interim
Upper Stage vehicle. The expendable versions were similar to the Centaur D-1S
relative to thermal protection, fill and drain and propulsion. The reusable versions bad

Superfloc multilayer insulation. Vehicle conditions affecting thermodynamic vent system
sizing were determined based on information developed in F04701-75-C-0035, "Centaur
Interim Upper Stage Systems Study," Reference 3. Thermodynamic vent system design
conditions were also evaluated for the Space Tug configuration defined in Reference 4.
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STUDY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 PESI5,TS OF NAS3-17802, "CENTAUR PROPELLANT ACQUISITION SYSTEM
STTfD_._,•

The initial objective of the study was to screen candidate systems to identify possible
methods of xccomplishing capillary propellant acquisition for the Centaur D-IS and to
evaluate th_ se systems based upon weight, feasibility and operational advantages to

determine " hich candidates compare favorably to the baseline Centaur hydrogen

per_:_ide sy _tem.

In det_,.rmining candidate acquisition subsystem concepts for capillary device fluid
containment, pressurization, thermal conditioning, structure and assembly, and

feedline thermal conditioning were considered separately. Initially, all possible means

of satisfying mission and vehicle requirements were identified for each concept category.

Each fluid acquisition system candidate was conceptually designed to meet Centaur D-lS
mission requirements and was then evaluated based upon approximate weight and

operational advantages compared to the existing hydrogen peroxide system. Candidates

were screened only to the point at which they could be logically rejected. For example,

if a devi::e could not be conceptually designed to meet Centaur D-1S requirements, it
was elirr .nexed without determining system weight. Further, if the weight exceeded

existing system weight *f more than 20°/c, the concept was rejected. If the concept still

remained a candidate, then operational advantages or dtsad--.mtages compared to the

existing system and to other candidate acquisition systems were assessed.

Thermal conditioning and pressurization candidates were compared based on relative

advantages and disadvantages, complexity, and wetglt. Promising fabrication alternatives

: were determined for screen-to-backup material joining, backup material selection,
barrier material selecti¢n, load support and cooling tube attachment. Recommended
candidates are shown in Tables 2-1 and 2-2.

Eighteen capillary fluid acquisition candidates, seven capillary device thermal condition-
ing candidates and four pressurization system candidates were considered. Since

pressuriza:'on will be accomplished when the propellant is unsettled (Reference 2); the
use of w_._n pressurant will result In rapid ullage pressure decay when the cold liquid

: "settl6_ _ through the pressurant. Cold pressurant used to alleviate the problem imposes •

a severe weight penalty on the capillary acquisition subsystem. Thermal subcooling was
identified as a prom',sing candidate for providing boost pump NPSP. This concept uses
throttled vent fluid to subcool the main engine inflow in a compact heat exchanger before
it enters the boost pump.

2-1
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Table 2-i. Recommended AcquisitionSubsystem Cnndidates

Capdlary Device. Thermal I Boost Plump Thermal Propellant Ductmg 1 hermal I
Fired Conditioning Candid•tes Conditioning Candidates [ Cond|t ioaln,g C.ll_,didat es (_ondJt lumni[ Camhdat¢'5

.. i

I. Start Basket - Screen device over outlet & _ump 1 Acqu*sJuon Oev*ceCoolnngt 1 Wrao Ortve Sh•ft Areal q Wrs_) Duct Lenqtb Wlln

Ixovides liquid for th_maJ condJtnonmg require•orris - Uses active cooling comte _ Near Pump W,tfl Cooling i Cooling Cuds - Throttle vrnt
between burns from • liner or channel sized to remain full wrapped around de_icc. Cool- Co*is - Heat m t._ken out neat' i fluid & _rap cooling co*Is

durhlg entire re•ion. Propellant duct coobng and/or ant cuds are fed throttled J contamed flu ..t. Heat can be'i around duct. ICons,drruseof
chilldown as well _ut capdlarv devlee cooling requirements vent fluid from co•part. ! removed readdy from drive hydrogen t_ cool Lt),. duct I

ate supplied from this Inner. Yhe basket m sized to pro_de ments •side acqutsitlon de- i shaft housmg bu(heat re•on- May require large quantities

liquid outflow to main engtnel dunng fluid settling, vice. Prnmatv coohng mode ts I al from drn'e ¢,h_[t & impeller of cooling flusd ct;mpared (o
collection & c•pd|mrv device refi T Screened eompanmentJ continuous flow• although in- I between borml w aa extreme- flushing & chdhng du_*n the

are requtred in LII 2 lank start bas.et to maintain liner flow termlttent-i]uw designs will I Iy difficult problem, llnes before each burn.

between horns & liquid over outlet. I ,_htett welk, ht & least be cons,tiered. C_,'* cunts•- This could cause • so.,-

complex fluid containment concept, if mmn tank pressun- ed fluui sufficiently (o pro- I Helium2Purge_Tur_.,neThis svstemW'thCOldre.
ficant increase in aCquisitiOn

z•tmn is requk'ed, however, cold g_ts pressttrant requtre- vent vaponz•tlon• I
_,.,tree • cold helium purge, subsvslem volumetric require.I

Advantages are _hmln-
meats severely penalize this concept. 2 Thermal Subcoohng - Drive shaft cooling .s diffi- meats'of lioe chlildov, n and

2 Start Ta,_k - OvOass Feed Den,co- Sep_ate tank of U_e, active cooling coda siml- cult. No pump modii. T•tlons altontime in st.Lrg _equefl f

appmxl_tel_, the ¢_me volume as the start harket is lar to Concept I but coils are requned & thuJ *. least requtred for en,.'me chdldown

located neat' ,amp of mare lank. Outflow requtremcrtu, contained fluid on|v enough complex. Removes some hess & propellant bleed line_. Also
inner u.reened comp.trtments, liner k channete •re slmdar to pmt*u/e boost pump NP_II. dtrectly.
to those of stare basket. Valves are used to control outflow This concept conid elimm•te might he easier to cool the

k rrfilhng. Only start tank mtmt be prestortzed for man main tank p-ettutizat*on 3 Purge Turbine With Cold boost pump tf duct *s cool.
Hehum & Ufa Coohnq Coils t,mplifynng the engine start

enlplse stagS, aubaystem, potenttallv redoc-
iolg imbsystem weight by 540 to Intercet)t Incident Heattng seqoen¢¢• Adds to system

- More undorm cooling & compl¢_titv because of cool-

3. Channel Refdled by Pumpmg - Thb concept dm not lb. Useful for start basket & design flextbilltV in removmg mg codswTapl_daroundduct.

rely upon fluid settling for refill. Uses channete that are -hanneb refilled by pempmg heat by two methods. Pump 2 Fiu_ Pro_llant L,nes at
wetted after • main enjOne burn by eapdJarv •ctton. When concepts, coolht| from qources other E,thef a Low C0nfunu0u$

eli•note are completely wetted• • pump connected be- 3. Pressure Conchtlontnq - than turbine is handled by Rate of at a High Rate for a

twesn tank contents & a channel manifold begms pumpmx. Uqes odd helium to sopprers cooling coda. S_*flQd Pertod Just Before

Channeh maintain contact with Itquul pool in tank to that vaporie•tlon in contained Note: If Candidates I to 3 are Mf:S- rhi_ clam•ales the

liquid ck'culat¢_ through elumnel_ as fluid in the channels _t liquwl. Because of large press- not utttefactc.ry m elimm•tmg complexity of wTappma eool-
poml_d back into tank. Surface tension retention cap•- urizatton ruliv_tem weught vapotiz_ttiou to contained tag rods arouml Ih¢ bar.

bllity of wetted channel keep_ vapor from flowing into penalties, thin concept ,.! ap- boost pump duid between Flushing may require ntnnmg
dlannels dnt_ng pumpmg..Ni|bsvstem operation produces phcahl¢ only to start tank.

burnJ, the mote co•picot can- boost pumps. Lo_er cooling
full channeI* just liefore burn. I)unng mare engine burn. _inee Nuhsvqtem Itt lighter• di¢lateq empiovlag gearbox quantities used than in ('on.

met of the liquid spills from the channel towatd the outlet pressnre tuhenolmlg will he purtOng or drl,_e shaft purknn | eept I. May not he ¢ompiete-

becaoJe reteatlon capaltality t_ e_efeded. Acquttitlo_ de.tee um_ as • backup shoald Sub- will be mqaffed. Hodlflc•- Iv comp,ttllile with cooledt_'iJht is pester than the other two recommended ¢andt- *ystem I prove too comp|ex

dates. Requires umque fl**w analysw co•paged to the other or diff'u_ult to apl_4y, tins requtred to tropic•one buoqt pump option. ( X pur-
lS hie Stun of line Jn_t do_q_tt_smcooSng s_es •re o[

two eaodidates (sctlllng k spdling, wgkiolb w_ttinll k Jmflkient comp_xieV to _- of b_st pump may be

internal vapmr flow). Jv_ely jeopardize tlseur •dopt- rcqutred In keep boost pomp

ion. eookd efflc_nlly.)

Table 2-2. Recommended CapillaryDeviceFabricationCandidates

Component
of

IProct_l Fabrication Alternatives

Sggeen Material I. Alum•urn u:reen where avaiLtbie

_. CRES screen for low mic*'on ratin;o where
aluminum is not availabl-

.5_reenMesh 1• Dutch twdl _creen fur .vlckinll applies.
tiona

2. Square-weave screen where refilling is of

overriding importance

Screen Pleating I. Nonpleated screens are bowline approach
e2.. leased ca:teens where fabrication is not •

problem & _utfac¢ area require•eats are

• hip

Screen Backup I. Perforated aluminum p_te ia bowline
approach

2. CoarN screen should be used if extra

|tiff n0n is important

$. Olin isogeid offers inure :sod strength

Screen Attachment l. Reslstance welding b baseline me*hod

" 2. Bolting should be used where screen must
be removable *

CooUng Tube Attachment I. Dip brazing for sm_l devices

'_. Resbtance welding of extruded webhed
tubes for large devices

/
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Sixteen potential methods were considered for cooling the boost pump. Effective cool-
ing methods were found to be too complex to be adopted. Boost pump cooling was thus

considered unfeasible. The nine propellant duct thermal conditioning methods

considered were eliminated since a wet line requires a wet boost pump.

To use program resources most efficiently, the recommended subsystems in Table 2-1
were analyzed to determine which combinations were most desirable. These combina-

tions were then focused upon for the remainder of the study.

The process of discriminating between these subsystems was formulated into a decision
tree, as shown in Figure 2-1. Decisions were structured so that answering a question

affirmatively allowed adoption of a less complex, lighter, and less costly system
(shown on the left); while answering negatively forced adoption of the more complex,

heavier, and more costly system (on the right). The main design drivers, considering

the Centaur D-1S and other advanced versions of Centaur, were cost, complexity, and

weight.

The firstdecisiontobe made was whether settlingcan be used to refillthecapillary

devicesuccessfully.Iftheanswer was positive,a startbasketor starttanksystem
couldbe used. Ifsettlingcouldnotrefillthe capillarydevices,channelsrefilledby

pumping shouldbe studied.An approachusingchannelsrefilledby pumping isheavier

thanthe startbasketand starttankand ismore complex because ithas a lower stateof

development,requiresrotatingmachinery,and willprobablyrequirean orbitaltestto

prove outitsoperation.

Lookingattheleftsideofthetree,thenextdecisionto be made was whetherthermal

subcoolingcouldbe used toprovideNPSP forthecontainedfluidand thuseliminate

theneed formain tankpressurization.Ifthiswas answered affirmatively,the lighter-

weight,lower-cost,passivestartbasketwould be used. Ifthermal subcoolingcould
not successfullyprovideNPSP requirements,the starttankwould be chosento minimize

main tankpressurizationsystem requirements.

: Going down the tree, the subsequent decisions affect feed system complexity. It is
desirable to make no changes to the existing boost pumps and propellant ducts. As
shown on the tree, the next question in the left-most branch is whether a start

sequence can be developed without cooling the boost pump. If boost pump cooling is
required, then the need for feedline cooling should be assessed.

On the right half of the tree, the concept using channels refilled by pumping was evaluated.
The first question was whether the system will successfully clear vapor from the channels
between burns. If this could not be accomplished, none of the recommended capillary
systems would be satisfactory and the existing hydrogen peroxide system would win by
default. If the system would clear vapor, the next question would be whether thermal
subeooling can be achieved. If this could not be done, the need for thermal conditioning
would then be determined. Since the channels could be pumped full Just before the start
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Figure 2-1. Centaur Propellant Acquisition Decision-Making Process
(Decision Tree) 2-4
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sequence, it was possible that active thermal conditioning (other than the channel
pumping) would not be required. Other decisions were similar to those discussed
in the left branch of the tree.

Each of the small circles at the end of each branch denotes a system; numbers

represent the preliminary ranking in terms of desirability. The most desirable
system, for example, is No. 1, the start basket using thermal subcooling and no boo_
pump or propellant duet cooling. This approach appeared to be several hundred pounds

lighter than the baseline settling system. It was similar in complexity to the baseline
system because addition of the acquisition subsystem will be offset by elimination of

the main tank pressurization subsystem. System 2 also would be potentially several
hundred pounds lighter than the baseline system, but would be more complex since
cooling coils and purging would probably be required to cool the boost pump. System 3
is more complex due to cooling coils required for the duct. Systems 4, 5 and 6 are
heavier than No. 1, 2 and 3 due to pressurization requirements. In terms of complexity,
the start tank of System 4 has an extra tank, thre_ or four valve% and a start tank
pressurization system compared to the boost pump and feedline cooling of No. 3.
System 4 is thus at least as complex as No. 3 and is heavier. Similar arguments can
be made for the other relative rankings given.

Priority was given to answering the critical questions represented in the decision tree:

(1) Can settling be used to successfully refill the capillary device? (2) Can boost pump
NPSP be achieved with thermal subcool[ng? and (3) Can a successful start sequence be
developed without cooling the boost pump ? These questions were answered affirmatively
and System 1 using a start basket with thermal subcooling and an uncooled boost pump
was selected as one of the devices to be designed. To have two distinctly different

subsystems for design and comparison, a bypasq feed start tank using an uncooled boost
pump was also selected.

2.1.1 FLUID ANALYSIS. Start tank and start basket fluid analyses were performed to

determine capillary acquisition volumetric requirements and performance. Initially,
the critical questions in Figure 2-1 were addressed: Can a successful start sequence
be achieved without cooling the boost pump ? Can settling be used successfully to refill
the capillary device ? A successful start sequence was developed and a conservative
analysis affirming successful refilling with settled fluid was performed. Fluid analysis
then was continued by determining the effect of start transients and vibrations on
capillary device liquid retention. Start basket and start tank sizing was then performed
based upon start sequence, thermal conditioning, residual and channel volume require-
ments. Wlcldng to provide flow for maintaining wet start basket screens was analyzed.
Problems of filling on the ground and possible abort of Centaur while in the Shuttle
cargo bay were addressed. The interaction of the propellant utilization subsystem with

= the start basket was also considered.

2.1. 1.1 Start Sequence. A start sequence was selected that avoided costly engine
requaliflcation and resembled the existing Centaur start sequence as closely as

2-5
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possible. The recommended start sequence using start baskets and initially dry

propellant ducts is:

1. Open fuel and oxidizer shutoff valves to fill and chill the sump and boost pump.

2. Close the shutoff valves (optional).

3. Start the boost pump and chiUdown the lines through the recirculation system.

4. When the boost pump is up to speed, open the shutoff valves, and use a normal
chilldown sequence for the engine.

The main difference between this start sequence and the existing start sequence lies in
the fact that the existing start sequence settles the propellant before start and, therefore,
has the boost pump full. The capillary devices have dry boost pumps upon start

sequence initiation. The engine shutoff valves are opened to provide the driving
pressure for flow. Start sequence flow rate, thrust levels, and chilldown quantities
were developed for Shuttle cargo bay and orbital heating conditions.

2.1.1.2 Settling and Refilling. Examination was made of existing methods of predicting
settling time to determine their applicability to Centaur D-1S. For the existing hydrogen
peroxide settling system, the settling process occurs _t0.11 kN (24 lbf) of thrust. For
the capiUary acquisition system, settling occurs during the start sequence with thrust
buildup to a maximum level of 133 kN(30,000 lbf) during the final stages of settling.
Existing correlations proved inadequate either because they are applicable only to low
Weber number flow regions, depend upon semtemptrical coefficients that cannot be
readily evaluated, or require the use of a complicated computer model that, while
applicable to the high Bond number and Weber number regimes where geysering and
recirculation are dominant, has limited predestgn value due to its running time and
complexity.

Another method of computing settling time is an approximation sometimes used for
predesign calculations. This method merely multiplies the free-fall time (the time
between initiation of thrust and liquid impingement on the at_ bulkhead) by a constant
to account for liquid geysering and energy dissipation after liquid impingement on the
af_ bulkhead. The Justification for using an approximation of this type is that the
constant can be chosen to yield a conservative settling time value and that no better
simple method is available at this time. Settling calculations were performed using
this method and the start sequence thrust profile.

Thrust barrel refilling calculations were performed. The thrust barrel for the baseline
Centaur D-IS consista of a cylindrical shell of 0. 63 m (24.73 in) radius and 0. 41 m

(16 in) high placed symmetrically over the LO2 tank outlet to distribute the load from
the thrust structure. On the top surface of the thrust barrel are 0.04 m (1. 5 in) and
0.10 m (4 lnJ diameter holes with a total area of 0. 11 m2 (1. 18 it2). On the side of
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the thrust barrel near the bottom are nineteen 0.06 m (2.4 in) diameter holes and

sixty-sL_ 0. 013 m (0.5 in) diameter holes with a total flow area of 0. 064 m 2 (0.69 it2).

An analysis was performed for both stable (Bo < 0.84) and unstable (Bo > 0.84) holes

on the top of the thrust barrel. For stable holes, surface tension will resist the
passage of vapor out of the thrust barrel and retard the refilling process.

The analysis assumed that liquid covers the thrust barrel completely before refilling
commences. The hydrostatic head must, therefore, drive the liquid into the basket
while permitting an equal voluzne of vapor to be ejected. Thrust barrel refilling times
were foundtobe threeto sixsecondsusingmain enginethrust. Thisadditionaloutflow

time resultedin approximatelya 75 percentincreasein capillarydevicevolume. This
was unacceptablebecauseofthe small quantityofpropellantremaininginthetank and

the resultantdifficultyin submergingthe capillarydevicefor refl11.To alleviatethis

problem, thrustbarrelrefillingtime was decreasedby increasingsideholeares to

0.383 m 2 (4.12ft2)and topholeareato 0.323 m 2 (3.48it2).This reducedthrust

barrelrefillingtime to aboutone secondatmain enginethrustconditions.

Settlingand thrustbarrelrefillingcalculationswere usedto compute availablerefilling

time. The fourthburn on thefib,e-burnmissionwas foundtohave minimum refilling

time forbothLO2 and LH2 startbr.skets.For the LO2 tank,refUingtime available
was 15.66seconds(18.90secondsofburn time minus 1.54 secondsforthrustbarrel

refilling,and 1.70 secondsfor settling).For the LH 2 tank,refillingtime available
was 15.07seconds(18.90secondsofburn time minus 3.83 secondsforsettllng).

Refilhngcalculationsperformed forthestartbasketassumed onlyhydrostaticpressure

as the drivingpressurewithno dynamic refilling.Refilllngwas considerednotto start

untilsettlingwas complete. Screenwettingwas assumed toexistduringtheentire
refillingperiod. The screenretentionpressurethusinhibitedrefillingduringtheentire

period. Capillarydevicerefillingwas computed based on pressuredifferencesbetween

the inside and outside of the capillary device.

Start tank refilling was successfully accomplished by venting the start tanks to 34.45
kN/m2(5 psla) below the main tank pressures. This pressure difference was maintained

. by venting during refilling.

For the LO2 start basket, refilling calculations were carried out incrementally. As
shown in Figure 2-2, the LO2 basket was broken down into three regions: a sump, a
cylinder, and a cone. Equations were formulated and solved for each region as a
function of screen open area, as presented in Table 2-3.

System design calculations indicated thatscreen open area willbe 32 percent; thus,

capillary device refilling will take place within the allowable 15.66 seconds. The LO2
basket screen is 50 × 250 mesh.
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._ - _]_.-_..v_.STANDPIPEHE]GHTffilS61N For the LH 2 start basket, a similar
T- _ ____<.. v.O.._CO.,CA.,E_oN analysis was used with a single-step

__: :': _ procedure to compute refilling time as a...... function of screen open area. Results

0 _-"_'_ " " _'" " [V'60§I_']CYLINOfllCAL appear inTable 2-_. A standpipe height

..... ! -_"_ v ,1,,3S,M,,_C0, of 0. 14 m (5.58 in) was used to minimize
.... ;_'_t_i:..;_:;:;;::_:;..:; _ • trapped vapor volume. Screen open area

is _mttcipated to be 29 percent; thus

Figure 2-2. LO2 Start Basket Refilling refilling will take place within the allowable

15.07 seconds. The LH 2 basket is divided
Table 2-3. LO2 Start Basket Refilling into two compartmer_s: the top is 40 × 200

Time mesh screen; the lower is 50 × 250 mesh.

The compartments are separated by 14 mesh
_,_rren ()pen L._, Refilling I omt Iw¢| ..

_rca I%) _ ._usi_ [ Cvliml_' Cone !,.,_ screen.i

12.5 I) 61 | '_,_b _|.l) I I 17

:_ o._, L ,q3 4..'_ 67i
_o o,s o:16 .,.:_ , ,. 2.1.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS. Thermal

1,_ o_ o_s ,,3 i 1'"' analysis was performed in the areas of

thermal subcooling, start basket and
start tank thermal conditioning, tank pressure control, and boost pump thermal
conditioning. Major emphasis was placed upon the critical aress of thermal subcooling
to provide boost pump NPSP and start basket thermal conditioning to prevenL _creen
dryout.

_1.2.1 Thermal Subcooltng. To provide satisfactory boost pump operation, adequate
subcooling must be supplied to prevent cavitation. The subcooUng must be sufficient

to intercept heat input to the fluid entering the boost pump as well as to provide boost

pump NPSP. These requirements are 4.22 kw (4 Btu/sec) and 0.83 kN/m2 (0.12 psi)
for the LH2 boost pump, and 4.22 kw (4 Btu/sec) and 4.96 kN/m 2 (0.72 psi) for the

LO2 boost pump. In the existing Centaur, pressurant is used to subcool the liquid
flowing to the pumps and suppress boiling. For the start basket application, throttled

vent fluid is used to remove heat from this fluid to achieve subcoollng. Heat exchangers
were analyzed for supplying boost pump NPSP by cooling the liquid flowing to the boost :
pump. This thermal subcooling concept eliminates main tank pressurization and
requires pressux_zation only for auxiliary systems such as attitude control. The heat

exchanger concept, shown schematically in Figure 2-3, uses throttled vent fluid, as
shown thermodynamically in Figure 2-4, to cool any hot-side fluid flowing to the

boost pumps.

Table 2-,-, LH2 Start Basket Refilling _)
Time Sufficient heat must be transferred in the

k,.,. o_. a.r_ r_,., subcooler to remove heating to the hot-side
_'(_) (') fluid from the warm boost pump and bearings,

_=_ _o,, provide boost pump NPSP, and counteract
25 $,41

so _-._ any pressure drcp caused by the thermal sub-
tO0 I .:Hi

cooler itself.
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Figure2-3. SchematicofThermal Figure2-4. CoolingFluidThermo-
Subcooling dynamic States

Screened channelsof 325 × 2300 mesh provideliquidflowto thehot sideoftheexchanger.
The coldsidefluidisalsoextractedfrom thescreenedchannelsand throttledto a lower

pressureandtemper._turebeforeenteringthesubcooler. Multipass,parallel-flowheat

excim.ugerswere used. Several configurationswere examined forboththeLO 2 and LH 2

subcoolers.The objectiveindesigningtheheatexchangersurfacewas to providehigh
heatexchangereffectivenesscoupledwitha low pressuredrop.

The subcoolerdesignedfortheLO2 tankis shown inFigure2-5.

2.I.2.2 StartBasket Thermal Conditioning.The objectivesof startbasketthermal

conditioningwex_ to preventdryoutofthestartbasketouterscreensand toprevent
vapor formationinthescreenedchannelsfeedingtl_esubcoolers.Screendryoutmust

be preventedbecause capillarydevicesforwettingfluidsoperateby keepingvapor out

SUOCOOLEII

COLDSiN IIAFFL| ,liLlY

NO1'|DOEfill _lO|
INI,! !

COLO11101| XlT/tOT SlOE! XlT

Figure 2-5. LO2 TInk Thermal Subcooler
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of the contained liquid space. If screens dry out, vapor can enter freely, allowing the

wetting fluid to migrate from the screened enclosure. Vapor formation in _he start
basket will occur due to pressure changes, or incident heating or fluid removal.
Screelled channels within the star_ basket prevent vapor from entering the subcooler

and capillary device thermal conditioning system. To obtain satisfactory, subcooler

and capillary, device thermal conditioning, the channels must be kept full at all times.

To prevent heat input to the channels from causing vaporization in the channels, the
capillary device cooling system is designed to maintain the basket surfaces slightly
below saturation temperature.

The prfmary approach to start ba,_ket thermal conditioning was to use throttled vent
fluid in cooling coils attached to the outer screened surface. This concept was studied
in detail with design drawings developed showing cooling subsystem hardware, and

cooling coil attachroent and routine. This system had a high vent fluid penalty and
cooling coil weight penalty because of the high condensation heat loads. Pondensatton,

by itself, will not cause screen drying. However, if cooling tubes are designed to
intercept heat input that could cause screen drying (forced convection, free convection,

or conduction from superheated vapor) then all the cooling capacity of the throttled
vent fluid will be used up !a a short length of tubing if condensation occurs. No cooling

capacity will then be available for the remainder of the cooling loop and incident heat
transfer could cause screen drying. Thus, an active thermal conditioning subsystem
must be designed for condensation heat transfer.

Several options were briefly analyzed for reducing cooling system weight penalty. O,,e
option used a pumping system consisting of a surge tank and vacuum pump to return the
throttled cooling fluid to the main propellant tank. This approach can also be used to
return subcooler coolant to the main propellant tanks. Passive cooling was analyzed,
using wicklng fluid provided by wtcking channels, parallel plates, or parallel screens.
Cooling system alternatives were evaluated as separate options in comparing the base-
line system with start baskets and start tanks.

2.I.3 SYSTEM DESIGN. Preliminarydesignswere made ofbotha starttankand start

basketforboththeLO 2 tankand the LH 2 tank.

The startbasketsforbothfluidsare basicallysimilarinthattheyhave an outerscreen

cooled by liquid from screened capillary chmmels inside the start basket. Also, each
has an internal subeooler fed from the same capillary channels.

The start tau:ks are not cooled but are insulated to pr_,ent excessive heat input and
pressure rise. Pleated screen channels at the tank o_let prevent vapor outflow and
reduce residuals.

In the start basket configurations, all fluid for the engines passes through the basket
and subcooler throughout engine operation_ in the start tank, bypass valves are necessary
so that only the initial starting fluid is provided by the start tank.

2-10
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2.1.3.1 Capillary Device Volumetric Requirements. Start basket volumetric require-

ments were determined based on a conservative case for start sequence usage, trapped
vapor, outflow, thermal conditioning, and thermal subcooling requirements. Results are

shown in Table 2-5. Isometric sketches of the LO 2 and LH2 start baskets and thermal
subcooler are shown in Figures 2-6 and 2-7.

Start tank volumetric requirements were determined based upon the sum of start
requirements, main tank settling, screen channel volume, liquid volume required to

prevent vapor ingestion, and ullage volume requirements based upon anticipated

pressure rise rates. Nonvented start tanks were used to simplify thermal conditioning
requirements. Start tank volumes were found to be 0.24 m3 (8.45 ft3) for LO2 and

1.04 m3 (36.84 it3) for LH 2. Start tank isometric sketches are shown in Figures 2-8
and 2-9.

2.1. 4 SYSTEM COMT RISON. Comparisons were made between the capillary

acquisition systems designed and the existing hydrogen peroxide settling and warm
helium pressurization systems. In addition to the actively cooled start baskets,

passively cooled start baskets using capillary pumping tc replace the cooling coils

were considered. The options compared were:

1. Baseline pressurization subsystem plus settling system.

2. Start baskets using passive capillary device cooling (wicking) and subcoolers for

providingboostpump NPSP
Table 2-5. StartBasketVolumetricRequirements withsubcoolercoolantflow

dumped overboard.

Requirement LH2, m 3 _tt3_i LO2, m 3 (R 3)

3. Start baskets using passive
STARTSEQUENCE cooling and subcoolers for
SumpandPumpChillandVent 0.046<i.64_ 0.006t0.02} NPSP withsubcoolercoolant

RumpandPumpFin 0.06212.16) 0.o43,1.53_ flowpumped back intothe
Boost Pump Star, up 0.158 {5.6G, 0.044 (1.57)
VaginaChillduwn 0.314 ill.1L 0.023 (0.$3) tank.
Settling (Main Engine) 0.27 (9.54) 0.04 (1.41)

ThrustBarrelFining(Ma_., 0.036(1.2s) 4. Startbasketsusingcooling
Engine)

Total o.85 (30.o7) o. 19 (0._4) coils for capillary device
TItEItMALCONDITIONING cooling and subcoolers for

NPSP with all coolant flow

Su_ooUn_now o.o43(1.53_ o.oo64co.3o) dumped overboard.
Conditioning Flow (Active 0.394 (13.8) 0.037 (1.29)

CooRn_)

5. Start baskets using cooling
: CHANNEL VOLUME 0.061 (2.17) O.0051 (0.18)

coilsforcapillarydevice

_- RESIDUALVOLU,WZ o.027 (0.97) 0.0034(0._._) cooling and subcoolers for
NPSP with all coolant flow

TRAPPED VAPOR (BOTTOM 0.008 (0.28)

COMPARTMENT) pumped back intothetank.
Total t.3_ (4S.02} 0.24 (S.53_

: 2-11
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Figure 2-6. LO 2 Start Basket and Subcooler
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Figure 2-7. LH2 Start Basket and Subcooler
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:0 LINE VENT VALVE

Figure 2-8. LO 2 Start Tank

STRUT INTERMEOIATE , START TANK
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Figure 2-9. LH 2 Start Tank
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6. Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and subcoolers for

NPSP with cooling coil flow dumped overboard and subcooler flow pumpe, I back
into the tank.

7. Start baskets using cooling coils for capillary device cooling and subcoolers for
NPSP with cooling coil flow pumped back into the tank and subcooler flow dumped
overboard.

8. Bypass feed start tanks with cold helium pressurization.

Comparisons were made on the basis of relative reliability, hardware weight, payload

penalty, recurring costs, power requirements, and flight profile flexibility for the eight

options for each of the three reference missions. These comparisons indicated that for

multiburn missions, particularly missions with five burns or greater, passively cooled

capillary devices with subcooler fluid returned to the tar, k offers the greatest payload
weight advantage. This option (Option 3) is relatively insensitive to the number of

burns. Based on the comparisons, discussed in more detail in Reference 2, passive
cooling for capillary device thermal conditioning and thermal subcooling to provide
pump NPSP were identified as promising concepts requiring more detailed study. A

development plan was prepared for evolving from current passively cooled start basket '

technology to the point where a non-interference flight test could be performed on a
future Centaur vehicle.

2.2 RESULTS OF NAS3-19693, "CENTAUR PROPELLANT THERMAL CONDITIONING
STUDY

Based on the results of NAS3-178o2, passive thermal conditioning of capillary devices,
thermal subcooling for providing turbopump NPSP and design of vent/mixers for

cryogenic pressure control in zero gravity were selected as areas requiring additional

investigation.

2.2.1 PASSIVE THERMAL CONDITIONING. Capillary acquisition device passive
thermal conditioning offers reduced complexity, hardware weight and vented fluid weight

compared to an actively cooled system for preventing screen dryont (maintaining wet

screens) between burns. Work was performed to analytically and experimentally

, examine wicking configurations that could enhance the heat interception capabil_,_y of a
screen alone. Wicking configurations for passive thermal conditioning were evaluated
by establishing the ground rules of the study, determining the method of analysis, and
selecting the most promising configurations for satisfying heat flux interception
requirements. Fabricabiltty of each wick configuration was assessed for LO2 and LH2
Centaur D-IS start basket cooling requirements. Wick configurations were selected

for testing and test results obtained with ethanol were compared to analytical predictions
of wtcking versus time.

_ 2-14
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Heattrans_ferconditionsthatcouldcause screendryingw_re examined forallstart
basketscreenedsurfacesforCentaurD-1S mission conditions.Local heattransfer

coefficientsas well as averageheattransfercoefficientswere establishedforforced

convection,freeconvection,and conductionwithvapor adjacenttothe startbasket

screenedsurfaces.Totalfluidvaporized,assuming interceptionofheatby wicking,
was determinedforeach portionofthemissionforboththe oxygen ard hydrogen

capillarydevice. Only missionconditionswere consideredwhere therewas a

possibilitythattheentirebasketcouldbe surroundedby vapor. Vapor volumes

_eneratedwere translatedintowickingdistancesforeachbasketsurface,assuming
worst-casevapor locationinthestartbaskets.

Table 2-6 representsthematrixofpossibleworst-ca_ wickingraterequirementsand

was used to determinewickinggeometry foreach specimen ofinterest.

: 2.2.I_I AnP._'Jis.Flow analysisofcapillarypumping forprovidingcapillarydevice

passivethermal conditioningwas initiated.A literaturereviewwas performed to assess

theavailableit.formationon wickingflow. The pressuredifferer_ialsofinterestar_

thosedependentupon surfacetension(hPc_),gravity(APg)and viscosity(Apf)(laminar
frictionalpressureloss). Momentum lossescan normallybe neglectedforthelow flow

ratesthatoccur duringwicking. The pressuredifferentialsare relatedby

hPc_= hPg + APf (2-i)

Expressionswere derivedforthesurfacetensionpressuredifferential

hP_ = - (7(1/R1 + 1/R2)_ F/A F (2-2)

where

R 1 & = principalradiiofcurvatureoftheliquidwickingfront
R2

c_ = liquid surface tension

F = surface force

AF = cross-sectional area of the wtcking front

The surface force F = c_(WP), where WP is the wetted perimeter of the wicking front.

SJlrface tension pressure differentials were derived for each configuration of interest
(Table 2-7)° using Equation 2-2. For open channels, the results of Bressler and Wyatt

(Reference 5) were also used to compute the surface tension pressure. They found that
an expression

• 2-15
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Table 2-6. Passive Cooling Requirements

Maximum

_Vlcldng Dlsmoc, Accel-
Maximum Average Maximum Local from Pout e_aLion

Basket Location* lie.at Flux I_oqt Flux Time Period To float Source Level

" Wattb/m2" lIP't"/hr-ft2 Watts/mi" 'd (Btu/hr-R 2) . m {ft] _"s

LO 2 Bottom 35.3 111.2) 35.3 (11.2) [ Shuttle ACS 0.0! _ 13.31) 0.00d5

9.8 13.1) $.8 13.1) Centaur ACS-Low Earth Orbit 0.0_) 10.31) 0.001899.8 13. I) 9.9 (3. I) Cont_ur AC.S-Syneh.ronou$ Eq. 0._ .0ft._ (0:.311_ 0,90_9_

Top 1.9 (o. ti) 4.4 (1..I} Shuttle ACS 0.04 (0. 14) 0.0085

1.9 (0. n) 4.4 11.4) Centaur ACS-Low Earth Orbit 0.15 (0.18) 0.00189.... 1.9 ___.0_..ti) 4.* 11_.:!)._ Ccnt:__j__ I O. 19. tO_:a3L. 0.0o09.__
St(Iv 1.8 (0.5) 4,4 (1.4) Shuttle ACS 0.11 t0.30) 0.00_5

_ 1.6 (0.5) 4.4 11.4) Cent;fur ACS- Low Earth Orbit 0.14 10.45) 0.00IS,! 1.6 tO. fit 4.4 11.41 _._t_,_f.JHr At_._,_tche,.lo._ ILo_ ft. 14 (fl 17_... fl.0(_0_...

LI! 2 Bottom 30.3 (9.6) 30.3 (9.G) Shuttle ACS O. L6 (0.51) 0.0085

30.3 (9.6) 30.3 (9.6) Ccutaur ACS- Low Earth Orbit 0.32 1.05) 0.0018930.3 :_;. q) 30.3 19.6_ C_t_J_!E.flCS - _,'vnchronou_q. _ ll.J.J.k_ .fl_O0fl�.._

Sldewa|| 31.5 (10) 31.5 (10) Shuttle:\CS- Insuhltlon Out- 0 (0) 0. t_0c35

F,anal,g - t = 480 sec

5.7 (1.8) 5.7 (1.8) OMS ACS-A_'g. Ileal Trans. 0.43 11.4) 0.0t)d5

2.5 (0.8) 2.5 (0.9) OMSACS-BcIore Deployment 0.50 111,_5) o.oo_5

2.5 (0.8) 2.5 CO.8) Ccutaur ACS- Low Eat'tit Orbit 0.63 (2.06) 0.00t_'J

11 2.5 (0.8) 2.5 (0.8) Cuf|[;It, l" ACS-S_'ncht'oflotlu Eo. O.G__ (_1_._ 0._00_

Top 2.5 (0.8) 2.5 (0.8) Shuttle ACS 0.38 !tl.25) 0.008.5

2.5 (O. fl) 2.5 (0.8) Cuntaur ACS-Low Eat_th Orbit 0.41 (l.3.q) 0.OOId__ 2._ (0.s) 2.s (o,pl c_,,x_r._-__,_dAr_t.Za.. _O.aa._tL.aa)_a. f,uo:__
side 0,9 10.3) 2.2 (0.7) Shuttle ACS 0.73 12..11) 0.00d5

! Panel. 0.9 (0.3) 2.2 (O. 7) C,'.t._ur ACS-Low Eaa'th Orbit 0.73 t2.41) 0.00189

r _ 0,9 _.,a) 2.2 (0.7) C_utaur ACS-Syttehrou,_u_ Lq. 0.73 12.41) 0.0009

AP_ = 2 _ cos ¢/R E

successfully correlated their data, where

RE = effective capillary radius = 2A F/(WP Width)

¢ = contact angle, which is equal to zero for LH2 and LO2

The frictional pressure drop was computed using

2fL pV2
hPf = DH gc

where

f = Fanning friction factor (Blastus friction factor = 4 × Fanning friction
factor)

L = distance between liquAd pool and wicking front

D H = hydraulic diameter of wicking cross-section

2-16
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p = fluid density

V = liquid wicking velocity

ge = a dimensional constant

The friction factor is normally expressed as a function of Reynolds number

f = C/Re

where

C = constant depending upon the cross-section shape

Re = Reynolds number defined as (OVDH)/bL

where

u = liquid viscosity

Thus

2C_p L (2-3)Pf

Dh2 AF gc p

where _ is the wicking mass flow rate.

The hydrostatic pressure differential

aPg = og/gc L sin G (2-4)

where

g = ambient acceleration level

O = angle of wicking direction with horizontal

Equations 2-1 and 2-3 were combined and manipulated to yield the heat rate interception
capability, Qc, of a wicking barrier for a single capillary.

0_-gc Dh2 A F

2 Cp, L rLnP_-nPg
3 (2-5)

where
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X -- heat of vaporization

For thermal conditioning purposes, it is clearer to express the wicking capability in
terms of heat rate per unit width, Q/W. For a heat source acting along a line at
distance L from the liquid pool this is

(_c _Xgc D2AF
=m = r AP_- _Pg] (2-6)W w 2 C uLw -

: where

w = width of a single capillary

W = width of the capillary device surface

Equation 2-5, _he heat rate interception capability for a single capillary, is transformed
into Equation 2-6, the heat rate interception capability for a capillary device surface by

multiplyingEquation2-5 by thenumber ofcapillaries(W/w) inthatsurface.

For a distributedheatsource,Q/A = OJ(WL), which isequivalenttoevaluatingEquation

2-6 forQ/W ata distanceL from theliquidpool. Allheatinterceptioncan thusbe

expressedinterms of_/V¢. Equationsforcomputingthe_/W capabilityofeach

candidatewickingconfigurationare giveninTable 2-7 withEquation2-2 and 2-4

substitutedintoEquation2-6.

Heatfluxinterceptioncapabilitydeterminedfrom theequationsgiveninTable 2-7 was

compared tothe requirementsgiveninTable 2-6. This evaluationproducedoptimum,

minimum, and maximum spacingsor wick dimensionsthatcouldinterceptallheatflux

conditionsforeachwick forbothLO 2 and LH 2. Detailsofthisprocedureare discussed

thoroughlyinReference6.

The manufacturing feasibility of each of these configurations was assessed as shown in
Table 2-8. Flow optimization of the triangular and equilateral triangular wick geometry
was restricted to square and equilateral triangle dimensions since they would be
easiest to manufacture. The screens and parallel plates are the most isotropic in
terms of capillary pumping capability. Other configurations show a decided directional

preference and would require two orthogonal layers of wick to satisfy all heat flux
interception conditions.

Based on Table 2-8 results, four configurations were selected for experimental evalu-
ation. Fine mesh screen spot welded to perforated plate was used to create wicking

configurations that were selected for their ease of fabrication. These c,mfigurations
we re: plate/screen-screen/plate, plate/screen-plate/screen, _:creen/plate- plate/

screen and pleated screen. Pleated screen was selected because tt offers design t
2-19
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flexibility in permitting increased screen area (and thus low pressure drop transverse
to the capillary barrier) as the ratio of screen flow area to projected area is increased.
Optimum wtcking configurations were determined for ethanol wicking in normal gravity,
usi_ag the equations given in Table 2-7 for three specimen angles. As discussed in
Reference 6, the upper limit on spacing was controlled by wicking height and the lower
limit was controlled by minimum manufacturing tolerances. Wick geometries selected
are summarized in Table 2-9. Perforated plate used was 0. 0225 inch thick with 3/S-inch
holes on 0.50-inch centers (51 percent open area),

Test specimens were three inches wide and 18 inches long. With the exception of one
wicking configuration employing 200 x 1400 mesh, all screens used were 50 × 250 mesh.

2.2.1.2 Wicking Apparatus. Test specimens were mounted on an aluminum baseplate,
which was enclosed in a transparent box, as shown in Figure 2-10. A glass plate was

used for th,_ _op cover of the box for

Table 2-9. Selected Specimen Geometries viewing and photographically record-
ing data. Glass was used because :t
is clearer than plastic an._ less

Pla_e/Soreen-Sereen/Pl_e, b - 0.0S9o=, t0.o3stm susceptible to scratching or crazing.
spevtffin ._o. 1 _ - o.o5_am(o.0225_) The sides of the enclosure, the, fluid

PL_e/Ser_.-Scr.e_/P_., b - 0. 111c= (0.004m_. reservoir, reservoir refill, and

s_-.e. ,_o.= .. o. os7¢m<o.o22sf-) leveling devices were Lexan poly-
carbonate. This material was chosen

Pl_e/$creeB-$creefl/Plaf_, b - 0. 14 cm (0. 056 in)

ss_ctm.n Xo. 3 , - o.oat _ to.022s_) over glass because of its machinability.
Joints were cemented leak-tight and

Semn/_q°p_/s_m,_ b - o.os om(o.02oin) reinforced with screws as required.
Speeimn No. 1 • - 0. 057 vm (0. 0225 in)

The transparent glass cover was not
5emen/Pla_e-Plate/$crHn b - 0.0SomtO.025_ cemented to the test enclosure. The
Specimen No. 2 • - O.057 cm (0. 0225 la)

cover could thus be remove(i withot_

sor_m/P_opla_o/Se_ b - 0.10 om (0.0_8_-) disturbing the test specimens, base-
speetm,aSo. s • - o.057_ (o.02.'s tm plate, or test enclosure. Baseplate

pl.-,ed Ser_. p.o.zz am (o.o_ in) orientation was controlled by adjust-
sp_ _o. 1, t - o._s _ (o._o tn) ing three point screws.

N=4

p_/s_re_+ .P_,/se_,m. b - o.o_s _m(o.o_sm) Fixtures were fabricated for cla._.-,ing
sp_m_ so. _ • - o.057m (o.o_=s,-) and holding the reference screen

Plate/$ereen-PLtl_/$ere_a, b - 0.1_ _ (0.O44tm specimens during testing. Three
spoetme._o. _ • - o.05_em(o.o:_s_-) coplmmr knife edges supported the

more rigid sandwich configurations
_re b ig t/_ dtJnMe betmemtnnertmn'ler8

• t, t_epertoutedp_# _ckne-. and pleated screen. For some tests,
p il tile plelt pJ_h (dtmmeo between the reservoir edge replaced the knife

, eo_pmd_ po_. m a_mco.tple_.) edge nearest the reservoir to minimize
t t_theple_ _ dripping from the specimens.,q t• tima_mqmaurf_• areadividedbythe

preheatedms'os
m

• _,ltntmumplo_ep_h anddepthfor4__m(18in) loazploaZ.
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Figure 2-10. Experiment Apparatus

Two levelers, consisting of plastic troughs filled with test fluid, were mounted at rigl_
angles to each other on the base plate. These were used in conjunction with a toollng
transit to control specimen orie_tatlon. With this arrangement, the end of the specimen,
approximately 17 Iziches from the source, could be positioned vertlcally within 0. 00254
cm (0. 001 in).

To supply liquid {ethanol) to the test specimen, the upstream side of the specimen was
bent down below the edge of the reservoir. The reservoir was kept full to the top of the
wick by adjusting a needle valve on the reservoir refill. A fast drain was also provided
for initially filling the reservoir or draining the reservoir refit1.

Evaporation of the liquid within the test enclosure was minimized by maintaining GN2
saturated with ethanol in the experiment enclosure. This was accomplished with a
pressurized humidifier, containing a 25 watt aquarium heater, partially filled with
test fluid through which gaseous nitrogen (boiled off from liquid n[trogen) was bubbled.
An aquarium air stone was used to disperse the GN2 bubbles and the heater was used to
replace the heat lost in vaporizing the test fluid. The humidifier was kept several
degrees below the test enclosure temperature to prevent liquid condensation on the
enclosure surfaces and possible degradation in viewing the wicking. A qualitative
humidit) indicator made of screen was wetted before each run and examined periodically
to note any drying due to ethanol evaporation.
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The testenclosurewasjtentedoutoftheenvironmentallycontrolledroom to reducefire
potentialandto protecttestpersonnelfrom respiratoryhazards. A timer, mo_mted in

thefletdofview ofthecamera, was used to measure wickingtime. Rulersalignedon

thesideofwlckmg specimensmeasured thedistancetraveledby thewlcktngfluid.

Thcrrnocoupleson theapparatusand referencetestspecimen, measured theabsolute
temperatureoftheenclosureand specimens andthe differentialbetweenthehumidifier

and theenclosure. Checkoutoftheapparatuswiththereferencespecimens showed that

temperaturedifferencesalongthewtcktngfrontwere negligible.Consequently,

therrnocoupleswere notattachedtotheotherwlckingtestspecimens. The humidifier
heaterwas controlledaccording_ethetemperaturedifferentialbetweenthehumidifier
and enclosure, o

Originally,tt was thoughtthatscreenwettingwould be instantaneousand thewicklng

frontcouldbe recordedby photographingthewettingofthetop screen. This proved

to be an inaccuratemethod of recordingthepositionofthewicklngfrom insidethe

specimen since,inmany cases,thetop screenwicked aheadofthe liquidinsidethe
wick. An indirectmethod was thereforeusedtophotographthewickingfront.The

washers, shown inFigure2-10, were _lig_edwiththewlckingfrontby slidinga metal

rod alongas thefluidwickingprogressed. With thisobservationmethod, onlythetwo
end specimenscouldbe recordedsimultaneouslyunlessthemiddle specimenwas the

pleatedscreen. The pleatedscreenwlcklngwas directlyphotographed.

Testingwas conductedusing200-proofreagentgrade ethanolwRh specimens at0 (0.0),
0.005 (0.25),or _.007 (0.4)radlans(degrees)tothehorizontal.A totalof36 runs
were made.

2.2.1.3 Data Correlation._ickingdistanceversustime was determinedby careful
inspectionofthe filmresuRs. Linearregressionanalysisofseveralruns indicated

thattheeffectofevaporationon testresuRs was negligible.Figure2-11 shows the

improvement inhorizontalwickingobtainedtlsingplate/screen-screen/platewicks

compared to screen/plateand to screenalone,because spotweldtngthe screentothe
platewas done on onlya few dozen landson theperforatedplate.This leaves,tpath

betweenthe screenand platewhere theyare notinintimatecontact.

A correctionfactorwas made to accountforscreenfillingand datawas fittedto several

possiblecorrelatingequations.The equationthatbestfittheresultsoi thehorizontal

wlcklngtestswas one one oftheform

where

AP_ = surface tension driving pressure

APf ,, frietienal pressure loss

_P - correction term

x
t

t
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Figure 2-11. Increased Wtcktng Capability for Plate�Screen-Screen�Plate
and Screen/Pla_e Configuration

The frictionalpressurelossisdefined

Apf = KL2/_t (2-8)

where

K = constantdeterminedanalyticallyforeach codlguratlon

t

L = distance from liquid pool to wt_.king front

At = time from lnitlallor_ of wicking

Equation 2-7 was evP.iuated ueing measured geometry toevaluate AP_ and measured
values of L and At, over the entire range of L and At.
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Values of &Px obtained for each configuration are given in Table 2-10. Note the close
agreement between the hPx terms found for the 50 x 250 and 200 × 1400 screens.

Wicking capability and wick spacing are functions of the gravity dependence of 5Px.
Using worst-case interpretations, plate/screen-screen/plate and plate/screen-plate/

screen configurations were sized for LO2 and LH2 start baskets. Total weight of the#

passively cooled baskets was found to be 90.2 kg (198.6 ibm) -- a hardware weight

savings of 58.6 kg (129 Ibm) over an actively cooled system. In addition, a payload
penalty of 189.8 kg (41q ibm) results from dumping vent fluid overboard for actively

cooled capillary devices in the five-burn mission.

2.2.2 THERMAL SUBCOOLING. Thermal subcoolers operate by using a compact heat

exchanger, as shown schematically in Figures 2-3 and 2-5 and thermodynamically in Figure
2-4, to remove energy from the liquidleaving the main propellant tanks during engine

startup and firing. Work performed in this study examined the weight penalties and configu-

rations for thermal subcoolers designed to replace the LO2 and LH 2 boost pumps for the

existing RL10A-3-3, RL10A-3-_A and the RL10 Category I engine to meet inlet pressure
and net positive suction pressure (NPSP) requirements. The analyses included both the

start sequence and steady firing of the main engines. NPSP levels investigated ranged

from nearly zero to the current baseline requirements (27.6 kN/m2 (4 psi) for LH 2 and
55.12 kN/m 2 (8 psi) for LO2). Three system concepts were studied:

1. Current baseline vehicle employing propulsive settling, warm gas pressurization,

and boost pumps.

2. A system of therm.al subcoolers with propulsive settling.

Table 2-10. Wtcktng Correction Factors

i . I I Tf Confi_- _ i Spacing , _P_ = 2Px LPxmeanI - b

'Pint.screen- 150 _ .086 _,.034 : 5_..',' 1.05 15. _ .329 18. _ I -';9'_

screen/plate 250 . £13 .0445 39.5 ._25 : 21.1 . _4 18.._ I .J93 i.142 .056 i 31.4 .656 _ 1O.,; .41 tS._ , ,49:; '= I
.;creen/ptate-150. .t)51 .02 I 4:)._ .914 ' 2L4 .509 2b.4 .551

plate/_creen 250 .,)*_5 .0255 3S._ ._U 2_._ .56 2h.4 .551 i,
.086 .034 33.0 .69 26.3 .35 2fJ.4 .531 i
.056 .034 33.0 .69 26._ .56 26.4 .551 '

Piate/screet;-:50, .065 .0255 25.4 .53 5.3 .11 8.$ I .1_3

plate/screen 250¢.086 .034 20,6 ,43 12.3 .258 _.9 _ 'i_3 'ri. 13 3,

4,.a _ ._.a 15.4 .')_4 19.0 .3971 " ' -oo
--._=--..-----,-.._scrcen/plate114001 . 142 . ,056 __'
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3. A system of thezTnal subcoolers, passively cooled screen acquisition devices, and

continuously cooled propellant ducts.

Three realistic engine configurations with NPSP levels covering the desired range were

selected for comparison. The first was the baseline D-1S engine, the RL10A-3-3; the
other two are Pratt & Whitney engines with lower NPSP requirements; RL10A-3-3A and

RL10 Category I. The former was built and tested for use in a pressure-fed Centaur

without boost pumps. The latter is the same engine but with reduced chilldown, NPSP,

and inlet pressure requirements.

Engine NPSP requirements,linelosses(understeady-stateand transientconditions),

and tankpressure requirementswere determinedforeach option.Tank pressureprofiles

were generatedfortheconfigurationswithno pressuri_'ationsystem. Startsequences

were developedand analyzedfortheconceptsnotusingpropellantsettling.Thermal
analysisofthe cooledpropellantductsdeterminedcoolingtubesizesand coolantflow

ratesforboththeLO2 and LH 2 tanks. Coolantflowistakenfrom the startbasket.
Analysistechniquesdescribedin Reference2 were used. Work from thatstudywas

modifiedto analyzethethermal subcoolers.

Fin effectivenesswas determinedforconfigurationssimilartothatshown isometrically

in Figure2-5. For heattransferon thehotside,forced-convectionlaminarand turbulent

heattransfercoefficientsforflowover a flatplatewere used. The coldsideofthesub-

coolerusesvent fluidthrottledto an inletpressureof26.2 to34.5 kN/m 2 (3.8to5 psia).

For fluidqualitylessthan0.9,Kutateladzenucleateboilingheattransfercoefficients
(Reference7)were used on thecoldside.

Subeoolerswere designedto subcoolthe hotsideliquidso thatfluidenteringth_ engine
turbopumps would satisfypump NPSP requirements. Any pressuredrop inthe subcooler

and propellantductwas counteractedby additionalheatremoval inthesubcooler.A

ple-shapedsectionofeach subcoolerdesignwas modeled on a thermal analysiscomputer
program to determinethenetheatremoval and therequiredsizeofeach configuration.

The program was alsoused forthelargest subcoolerto determinetransientperformance.

The computed heatremoval exceededthatrequiredforallconditionsconsidered.

Weightpenaltieswere determinedforallthreesystem conceptsforeach applicableengine
derivativeforeach ofthethreemissions.

Some ofthe significantweightpenaltieswere due totankpressureincrease(tankskin

deltaweightand penaltydue to lowertankingdensity),unsubcooledfluidinthelines(for
the cooledfeedllr_ 3oncept),thermal subcoolercold-sidefluid,and residualfluidinthe

subcoolercoldside. None oftheconceptsthatvent subcoolercold-sidefluidoffereda

weightadvantageover thebaselineconcept. The bestsubcoolersystems ofthistype
were thoseusingtheCategoryIengine. Cooledfeedlineoptionswere notadvantageous

because oftheunsubcooledLO2 inthelinesinexcessof enginechiUdown requirements.
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Two additional options were considered to alleviate . major weight penalties by

pumping the subcooler coolant fluid back into the tan_ These options, using settling
rockets and capillary devices with uncooled fee31ines, eliminated penalties associated

with tank pressure increases and vented fluid, but introduced additiona' complexity
into the system.

2.2.3 THERMODYNAMIC VENT MIXER ANALYS]_S. Centaur/Shuttle integration

studies have indicated the importance of controlling tank pressure of a cryogenic
stage in the Shuttle payload bay and in low gravity, particularly when the tanks are

relatively full. Work performed in this study was the initial analysis and sizing effort

required to bring the vent system to fully operational flight status. This is preparatory

to the procurement of hardware, flight qualification, and noninterfe:_ence flight of a
LH 2 vent system.

A thermodynamic ventsystem is a system forventingonlyvapor inlow gravity,

regardlessofthephase ofthefluidenteringthe system. Shown schematicallyin
Figure2-12,the system throttlesthe inletfluidto a lowertemperatureand pressure

thanthesurroundingtankfluid.The hot sidetankfluidisthenpumped over tubes

containingthethrottledfluidina heatexchangertovaporizeany liquidinitially

presentintheventstream. The vapor isthenventedoverboard. The ptunpprovides

forcedconvectionon thehotsideoftheheatexchangeras wellas mixing flowfor

destratifyingtankcontents.Destratificationisvitalifremoval offluidfrom thepool
(forventing)isto resultintankpressure reductions.

Z-_-,'--'_TERFAcE Resultsofextensivegroundtestinghave
led to the following conclusions:

/ _"_i !! _ii i-,/', ,l_" "_ I. The thermodynamic ventconcppt

! will vent only vat_r with either vapor
or liquid at the vent inlet.

/i ! : fM,X,N JET \

/', i f _ 2. The compact heat excnanger concept; | is lighter weight than the wall heat

_l"i"'!'' exchanger./
_'i " . HEAT EXCHANGE.R/

\ VENT ,./ / / 3. The effectiveness of the compact

__ heat exchanger system could be

improved with a better understanding
of tank mixing and the use of less

conservative mixing correlations,

THROTTLE VALVE" / r' _"--" SHUTOFF VALVE &
/ [ FLOWCONTROL Because ofthe importanceofunderstand-

PUMP&MOTOR/ V ORmCE ingtankmixing,effortinthisstudy

VENTOUTL[T concentrated on reviewing existing
Figure 2-12. Compact Heat Exchanger information on mixing of fluids to develop

Vent System Schematic an analysis that can be used to size
¢
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mixers for destratifieation of cryogenic liquids. The mixing correlation providing the
best fit of the data was incorporated into the existing Convair Cryogenic Heat Exchanger
Analysis Program (CHEAP), This program was then used to size LH2 thermodynamic
vent systems for candidate Centaur and Centaur/Tug derivatives.

2.2.3.1 Mixing Data. Experiments using a jet mixing device to eliminate stratification
or to blend fluids have been conducted in the aerospace and petrochemical industry with
both cryogenic and non-cryogenic fluids. Ability of the jet to penetrate the stratified
layer and the time required to completely mix the tank have been the primary criteria
in evaluating the mixing experiments and in sizing the thermodynamic zero-g vent system.

Several experiments were conducted with chemical reactions, where color change or
change in concentration were monitored (References 8, 9 and 10). Thermal stratifica-
tion and mixing tests have been run with pressurized water (Reference 11) and with
Freon (Reference 12). Low-gra_-ity mixing tests were run in a drop tower at NASA/

LeRC using ethanol and a mixing jet (Reference _3). Cryogemc testing in LH2 (Reference
14 and 15) and LO2 lReference 16) determined destratification with a thermodynamic vent/
mixer system.

Considerable scatter was evident in comparing the co:relations and mixing data. None
of the correlations yielded a good fit of the data. This was felt to be due to differences
in experimental procedure and definition of mixing time. The best correlation was the

mixing time equation of Okita and Oyama (Reference 10)

5.2 VD.
j (2-9)

6m Qyl/2 Dtl/2

where

)m = mixing time, sec

V = tank volume , ft 3

Dt = tank diameter, ft

Q = jet flow rate, ft3/sec

Y = liquid height, ft

Dj = Jet diameter, ft

This correlation was used to size thermodynamic vent mixers for nine Centaur and
Centaur/Tug derivatives. The highest weight system, sized for the Centaur D-1T

LH2 tank, was selected because it could handle the venting for all nine vehicles.
The weight of the system 6.58 kg (14.50 lbs) was only 2.95 kg (6.5 lbs) higher than
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the lowest weight system. Based on the work performed, this lightweight versatile
unit is recommended for Centaur/Shuttle thermodynamic vent system requirements.

2.3 RESULTS OF NAS3-20092, "A STUDY OF LIQUID AND VAPOR FLOW INTO A
CENTAUR CAPILLARY DEVICE"

Based on the studies performed in NAS3-17802 and NAS3-19693 two areas were
identified as being critical technology items for capillary device development. These

were capillary device refilling with settled fluid and vapor flow across a wetted

screen. Capillary device refilling is required to contain sufficient liquid in preparation

for the next coast period and engine start sequence. During coast, capillary device

thermal conditioning requires liquid evaporation to intercept incident heating at the
screen surface. Vapor must enter the capillary device to replace the liquid evaporated.

Analytical and experimental studies were conducted to evaluate refilling and vapor flow
acro_:s wetted screens.

Propellant feed system alternatives were compared for Centaur D-1S based on weight,
reliability, electrical power consumption, and mission profile flexibility.

2.3.1 REFILLING ANALYSIS. Refilling analysis was performed in Reference 2 using
conservative assumptions as described in Section 2.1. 1. 2. This analysis was broadened

to include the effects of dynamic pressure, screen wicking, multiple screen barriers,

window (standpipe) screens that can be different mesh than the main screens, and time
dependent liquid seetling (collection). The analysis also included the effects of vehicle

mass on the vehicle acceleration as the propellant tanks are being drained. Outflow

from the tank was included either as an input or as a calculated value based on feed

system pressures. Other analysis features were: calculation of vapor pullthrough

height in the basket based on tank outflow rate (and channel geometry), an optiov for
including a standpipe screen in the calculations, options for maintaining the standpipe

in either a dry or wetted condition, an option for simulating liquid spilling from the

capillary device at initiation of tank outflow (from the start basket), and an option for

selecting the type of multiple screen barrier to be used for the main screen in the
screen wicking calculations.

A finite difference solution was constructed using the basic screen flow equations and the

continuity equation. The screen flow equations are the heart of the computer program
developed for analyzing capillary device refilling. The program simulation calculates

start basket fluid flows based on boundary conditions of liquid level, system pressure
and screen configuration and surface area. Continuity is satisfied by summing the flows

into and out of the capillary devices and adjusting the pressure difference between the
insideand outsideof thebasketuntiltheflowsbalance. This iterativesolutionis achieved

: for time step increments until either the total burn time or the pullthrough height is
reached.
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The pressure loss equations are separately delineated for each of six regions for
fluid flow (without liquid impingement). The six regions (for net refilling) are: an

unwetted region where vapor flows out of the basket into vapor, a wetted region

where vapor flows out of the basket into vapor, a region where the liquid level outside
the basket covers the screen and vapor flows into the liquid, a region where no flow

: occurs across the screen b_rrier, a region where liquid enters the basket flowing

ivto vapor and a region where liquid enters the basket flowing into liquid. Equations

for flow in each of these regions are presented in R¢ference 17 along with equations

for outflow, dynamic pressure caused by liquid impingement and continuity.

2.3.2 REFILLING TESTS. An experimental apparatus was designed and fabricated

for obtaining data with which to checkout the computer model. The apparatus, shown

in Figure 2-13, consisted of a square Lexan tank with a simulated transparent start
basket configuration and a movable cover device for releasing liquid to simulate

settling and collection,

The start basket main screen consisted of multiple barriers of 200 × 600 mesh.
Standpipe screens of either 200 × 600 mesh or 50 _ 250 mesh were used. Two sides
of the basket were constructed of Lexan to permit liquid level to be visually observed.

The outer tank was fabricated with back and front sides of Lexan sheet. Within this

tank a movable cover (with front and back sides of Lexan) over the basket controlled

: the collection rate of liquid. A piston/stop arrangement was used to control cover
rate and distance travelled.

COVEIt LIFT _-_
CYLINDE R---_ J

,I L
COV_.[(._'rol)

_- 'rEsT 'F,_NK

:" [-'_vSTANDPIPE _ "_"--'-- COVEIt

! \
[ X [ "\ BASKET'-7 {I l)

,\ . //-- -- l,I¢_ l I.EVb_I, PIiOIJE_

l I

Figure 2-13. Test Apparatus Schematic
: t
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Ethanol was used as the test fluid because of its good wettability, low toxicity and low

vapor pressure at room temperature. Surface geometry was recorded photographically
on 16 mm color movie film. A scale with 0.1 mm divisions was mounted on the start

basket Lexan surface. Liquid level inside and outside the basket was measured using
General Dynamics Convair fabricated parallel plate capacitance probes. Variable

reluctance type pressure transducers were used to measure the pressure difference
across both the start basket and channel. Flow rate out of the basket was measured

with a turbine flowmeter in the outlet line. Temperatures at selected locations on the
start basket, channels and outlet line were measured using chromel constantan thermo-

couples.

Test variables were outflow rite, top screen (standpipe) configuration, initial start

basket wetting, liquid collection rate and refilling geometry. Analog recordings
were obtained for each run. Data channels recorded were outer chamber liquid level,

start basket liquid level, start basket pressure drop, channel pressure drop, channel

outflow rate, and the six selected temperatures. All quantitative data was obtained

from the analog recordings. Motion picture runs were used for qualitative observations
and for assistance in determining boundary conditions such as settling flow pattern and
screen wetting during refill.

A total of twenty-nine test runs were made. Results were obtained over a wide spectrum
of refilling times ranging from no refilling, with the 200 x 600 mesh screens, to rapid

refilling with the 50 x 250 mesh standpipe and initially dry screens.

Test data was used to correlate computer program predictions. Five test runs were

selected for computer program simulation. Computer runs were made with both air
and ethanol vapor as the gas inside and surrounding the basket. The data was best
correlated with air properties for wpor flow across the start basket. Tank liquid
level versus time was obtained from test data as an input for each computer run. A

typical comparison of the data and model are shown in Figure 2-14. Correlation was
obtained by fixing the initial basket level and varying the standpipe unwetted area
until the basket level at the final time was matched. In Figure 2-14, AST is the screen
area of the standpipe. DBP2 is the bubble point of the standpipe screen. DBP is the
effective bubble point of the main screens, N'W is a flag that determines wetting of the

screen, net covered by liquid, away from the standpipe. If NWffil, wetting of the
screen does not occur above the liquid level outside the basket. If NWffi2, the basket
is wetted to the base of the standpipe. {If NW = 3, a subroutine is used to calculate
screen wetting based on screen/plate wicking. ) NDR is a flag that keeps the standpipe
screen dry if not equal to zero. If NDR = 0, the standpipe screen is wet. OA is the

main screen open area fraction. (Screen is backed up by perforated plate).

Based on the correlation obtained with the five test runs, the program was used to

predict refilling for the Centaur D-1S LO2 and LH2 start baskets. These predictions
tudicated that refilling would be accomplished successfully for the two worst case
mission conditions considered. (The shortest burn and the lowest g-level burn were

t
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2O
the cases analyzed.) Based on the

_0.60_- _ _ TEST DATA
.... × POSTTESTco._IpL_r_R program versatility and the correlation

Pa_ICTIC_ with ground test dat3, the refilling
_0.50_

._ST = 0. _ cm-°(0.00052_2_ computer program is recommended for

_'_ DBP2 = 65microns use as a design tool to determine start
a i0.40) DBP - 17 microns

._v : 1 basket volume and geometry.
_" 10 --

,o.3om ._DR = z
= 2.3.3 VAPOR INFLOW ANALYSIS. In

"= ,o.2o_ _.---_.--" _ BA2_ET- order for cryogenic capAlary devices to
S [__ _ _ _ UQ_D function properly between engine restarts,
O' _" "X_ LEVEL._ _0 z0_ screen retention capability must be

maintained by keeping screens in a
'_-- 0_ 0 _ {0 _5 2'o _s 3_ 3s wetted condition. For partial acquisition

TL_IE_seconds_ devices, such as the LO2 and LH2 start
Figure 2-14. REFILL Computer Program baskets designed for the Centaur D-1S,

Simulation of Test Run No. 15 the screen surfaces will dry out due to

heat input unless liquid is continuously
supplied to the screen. Wicking can be used to supply this liquid as discussed in detail
in Section 2.2.1. In order to replace liquid evaporated from the screen, vapor can
enter the contained volume. Unless this vapor can be directed to specific areas of the
start basket, the vapor will detrimentally affect wicking flow and screen retention
capability.

Using a screen window can successfully avoid the adverse effects of vapor penetration
into a multiple screen liner device. The window enables communication to exist
between the vapor in the tank and the inner volume of the start basket by making the
bubble point of the window screen larger than that of the multiple screens. This allows
the region between the multiple screen barrier to be free of wpor and the multiple
screens will remain wetted and not dry out.

Vapor flow across wetted screened windows was examined in detail during this study.

An extensive program of small scale bench tests was conducted in order to verify and
correlate the equations. Initial test results were encouraging and used as a basis for
design of the experimental configuration and conduct of the subsequent tests. These
succeeding tests produced results that had a wide variance from run to run.

The equations believed to govern the operation of a single screen window are presented
in Reference 17. These equations define parameters that describe the ability of the
window screen to rewet after vapor enters the inner volume. The window screen will
remain wetted as long as its wicking capability is greater than the equivalent incident
heat flux on the entire screen surface. The important variables are the liquid level
in the inner region and the pressure difference across the window screen and along the
window screen.
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2.3.4 VAPOR INFLOW TESTING. A series of tests were run in order to evaluate the

equations presented in Reference 17. Initial tests with a single test specimen using
hexane provided repeatable results that were used to formulate the analytical model.
Based on these results six new specimens were built and tested with hexane. The
configurations were designed to yield parametric data on the screen vetting process
when subjected to vapo- flow. Results obtained were less repeatable than the first
test series and showed generally poorer wicking performance. Some of the problems
were felt to be due to control of wicktng between the main screen and window-screen,
reduced volume under the window and increased screen deflection because of the

increased s_-reen span between supports. New specimens were fabricated with
reduced span, improved main screen/window screen wicMng and increased volume
under the window. The third test series was conducted with hexane using a bell jar for
improved environmental control with the new test specimen as well as the original
specimen. Somewhat betterresultswere obtainedunder theseconditions.Two additional
boxes were thenfabricatedwithdifferentwindow lengthsand testedinthefourthtest

seriesusinghexane,ethanoland Freon TF. The testdatawas not as consistentas
thatobtainedinthethirdtestseries.Inthefifthtestseriestwo oftheboxeswere

modifiedand testedwithhexane and Freon TF. One oftheboxes used Teflondams to

promote unidirectionalwicking. The otherbox used screenswithhigherretention
capabilitythanpreviouslytested.

Test resultsobtainedinthefivetestserieswere examined, reducedand compared to

theanalyticalmodels. Unfortunately,forthisdataanalysis,no quantitativedata was
availableforthe firsttestseriesandthe earlyruns ofthesecondtestseries. Only

datafrom testseries2, 3, 4 and 5 were availableforanalysisand correlatlon.

Thermal conditioningcalculationswere performed todeterminewhetherthewindow

screenon the CentaurD-1S LO 2 and LH 2 basketwould dry outwhen subjectedto
heating.Requiredvaluesof F_ were determinedfrom

Q/A Incident (2-i0)
Fc_--

Q/Awlcking capability

Fc_isa parameter obtainedfrom testresultsand isa functionofthepressuredifferentials
acrossthebasketatvaporbreakthroughand recovery.

For theLO 2 standpipetheworst case Fc_was foundtobe a maximum of 0.0076. For the

LH2 standpipe the worst case F_ was found to be a maximum of 0. 058. Both these values
are well below the considerable majority of F_'s found from test data.

The other important vapor flow parameter is the critical height of vapor in the inner
basket volume at which breakdown could occur. This was determined by computing the
maximum vapor volume that could be generated by incident heat_,g to the start basket.
This volume was then converted to a liquid level in the basket below the top of the
standpipe and compared to the values obtained during testing. Only one value out of
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30 runs was less than that required to make the window screen operate properly.
Based on these calculations, the Centaur D-1S start basket window screens should be

capable of remaining wet during the complete set of mission conditions.

The conclusion of the vapor inflow testing and analysis was that the data obtained can
be used as a rough estimate to find the limits of the thermal conditioning capability of
a given configuration. For detailed thermal conditioning design data, additional
experimental work will be required. This work is described in Reference 17, Section
3.4.

2.3.5 PROPELLANT FEED SYSTEM COMPARISONS. Feed system alternatives were
developed for pressure fed engines and combinations of feed system components in
order to determine the optimum propellant feed system for the Centaur D-1S.

Comparisons were made between propellant settling and capillary acquisition, thermal

subcooling and pressurization for boost pump NPSP (net positive suction pressure},

boost pumps, thermal subcooling and pressurization for turbopump NPSP, uncooled
and cooled propellant ducts, and pumping coolant back into the tank or dumping coolant

overboard. Capillary device designs used for the Centaur D-1S, reflected the refilling

and vapor inflow analysis described in Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

Comparisons were made on the basis of payload penalty, hardware weight, reliability,
electrical power consumption and mission profile flexibility. The comparisons were

made for three engine candidates; the existing RL10A-3-3 and two lower NPSP

alternatives the RL10A-3-3A and the RL10 Category 1. Characteristics for these
two advanced engines are described in Reference 18. Three missions were considered

for each engine candidate, a one burn planetary mission, a two burn synchronous
equatorial mission and a five burn low earth orbit mission {Tables 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3,

respectively). A total of ten feed system concepts were compared for each of the three

enginesand threemissions.

2.3.5.1 SelectionofFeed System Alternatives.Inorderto selectthemost promising
feedsystem alternativesforcomparison, a matrix ofsystem candidateswas constructed

by selectingan alternativefrom each ofthefollowingsubsystemsor operations,

A. Acquisition

I. PropellantSettling

2. CapillaryDevice

B. Boost Pump NPSP

1. Boost Pump Pressurization
2. Thermal Subcooling of Boost Pump Propellants

: 3. No Boost Pump
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C. Turbopump NPSP

1. Boost Pump

2. Thermal Subcoollngof Turbopump Propellants
3. Pressurization

D. PropellantDuct Cooling

1. Uncooled
2. Cooled

E. CoolantHandling

I. No CoolantRequired

2. CoolantPumped Back IntotheTank
3. CoolantDumped Overboard

Selectlngallthepossiblecombinationsproduc__l108 slternatlves.InfeasiblecornlMnatlons

were thenidentified.For example, boostpumps cannotbe used withcooledpropellant
ductsbecausesubcoolersbeforetheboostpumps are impractical.Pressurizationand

capillaryacquisitionwere shown tobe infeasibleinNAS3-17802. Other incompatibilities

axe subcoolersbeforeturbopumpsor pressurizationwitha boostpump; no coolant
requiredand a cooledfeedllne,thermalsubcoolerbeforetheturbopurnp,or thermal

subcoolerbeforetheboostpump; turbopump NPSP from a boostpump and no boostpump;
coolantpumped or coolantdumped withuncooledductand a pressurefedsystem;no

coolingrequiredwithcoolantpumped or dumped; and coolantpumped or dumped withno
subcoolersor cooledduct. Candidatesusingcooledpropellantductsand nothaving

capillarydevicesare alsoinfeasiblebecauseliquidcouldnotpositivelybe containedwithin

theductor suppliedforcoolingthepropellantductwithouta capillarydevice.

The screeningprocess resultedin twelvecombinationsthatwere feasible.These are

listedinTable 2-11. Candidatesselectedfor additionalanalystsare circled.Reasons

forselectingthesetenconceptsaredescribedtnthefollowingparagraphs. Comparisons
performed incontractsNAS3-17802 and NAS3-19693 showed thatthew,,alsubcoolersfor

coolingpropellantspriortotheboostpump have weightadvantagescompared to boost

pump pressurization,pumping coolingfluidback intothetankwas advantageousover

dumping fluid overboard, boost pumps were lighter than thermal subcooling for propellant
prior to the turbopurnp and uncooled propellant ducts were lower in weight penalty than
cooled propellant ducts. These comparisons were used as guidelines in selecting the feed

system alternatives to consider. Several key comparisons were desirable in order to
determine the best feed system candidate.

A critical comparison to be made was between capillary acquisition and settling.
Several pairs of concepts in Table 2-11 could have been compared for this purpose,
i. e., B and K, C and L, D and M, or E and N. Based on the comparisons done on the
previous contracts, concepts B and K should be the lowest weight of all these pairs
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Table 2-11. Feed System Candidates

C,'_rle_Dt

* i; !
A. Acquisition

t t1. Propellant Set_llng i x x :_" x x x

2. CapiUary Device x x x x x x

B, Boost Ptunp ,'_rPSP

I. Boost Pump Pressurtza£ion × I
2. Thermal St_cooltng Prowl- x x x _

l,mt
for _e Boost Pump I

3. No Boost Pump , x x x x x x x
C. Turboptrmp ,N'PSp

I. Turbopump NPSP- Boost x x I x x x
Pump

2. Turbopump NPSP - Thermal x x x x x
Subcooler

3. Turbopmnp NPSP - x

Prtssurtzation I I
D. Propellant Duct Cooling I

!. Uncooled Propellant Duct x I x x x x [ x x x x x
2. Cooled Propellant Duct _ 1 x x

E. Coolant Handling I

I '1. No Coobun Required x , x
2. Coolant Pumped Back Into x x ' x x x

TI_ Tank I i

3. CooL_ Dumped Overboard _ I ,I X X'! X X X

and was selected as the primary comparison pair for propellant settling versus

capillary acquisition.

Concepts A and B were selected for comparing pressure fed boost pumps to thermally

subcooling of propellants before the boost pumps.

Concepts B, D and H were compared for use of a boost pump, thermal subcooler, or

pressure feed for supplying turbopump NPSP.

Another comparison involved the propellant duct cooling. Uncooled propellant ducts,

cooled propellant ducts with cooling fluid dumped overboard and cooled propellant
ducts with cooling fluid pumped back into the tank were compared by considering

concepts O, N and P.

Comparison of subcooling coolant flow being dumped or pumped could have been made

for subcooling propellant for the boost pump by comparing concepts B and C or concepts

K and L. Concepts K and L were evaluated for this purpose since most of the data for

this comparison had already been generated on NAS3-17802.
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For comparing purr.ping or d_nptng subcooler flow for providing turbopump NPSP,
concepts D and E and concepts O and P were compared.

Based on the considerations described in the preceding paragraphs analysis of concepts
A, B, D, E, H, K, l,, :_, O and P will be required to provide the necessary comparisons.
These concepts concept_ are circled in Table 2-11. Candidates that were analyzed
previously it, NASt_-17802 (Reference 2) and NAS3-19693 (Reference 6) have their letters
underlined.

2.3.5.2 Payload P_naltv. Payload penalty calculations were performed using payload
sensitivity factors given in Reference 2, Table 2-1. All hardware weight and fluid
penMty elements that could be different between the ten concepts were considered in
the comparison. Relative payio_.d penalties were found for each applicable concept for
the three missions and three engine candidates by comparing twenty one weight elements.
A typical tabulation of this data for the five burn mission for the RL10A-3-3 engine is
shown in Table 2-12. Weights for concept H are not shown in Table 2-12 because the
high NPSH requirements for the current RL10A-3-3 engine make a pressure fed system
infeasible.

Comparing the paylo_! penalties of the ten concepts yields the following observations.
Settling is superior to capillary devices for the missions considered. Subcooling propel-
lants for boost pumps by thermal or pressure means is a close trade-off, with thermal
subcooling preferred for the multiburn missions, t_urnping coolant back into the tank is
better than dumping overboard. Uncooled propellant ducts are better than cooled propel-
lant ducts and boost pumps are the be_ method of supplying turbopump NPSP. Based on
these comparisons of relative payload weight penalties, feed system concepts A or B
appear best for the Centaur D-1S application. (Feed system concept A is the baseline

system. Feed system concept B is the baseline system with the substitution of a thermal
subcooler instead of main tank pressurization. ) Capillary devices would fare better in
the comparisons if missions of more than five burns were considered.

2.3.5.3 Hardware Weight Comparisons. Hardware weight comparisons were made for
the feed systems for the three engine candidates and the three missions. Twelve hard-
ware weight elements were analyzed; capillary device, pressurization system, propellant
supply duct, hardware to keep ducts wet, subcooler, boost pump, settling system, sump
assembly, coolant pumping system, other hardware, tank skin delta and thrust barrel
revisions. Hardware weight comparisons are not as meaningful as equivalent payload
weight penalties because they neglect fluid weight differences.

.0

Comparison of the feed system elements shows that capillary devices are heavier than

settling for all three mlasions that were considered for this study. Boost pumps with
propellant thermally subccoled have lower hardware weight than pressure fed boost
pumps. Boost pumps have the lowest hardware weight of the turbopump NPSP supply
methods. Unccoled ducts have the lowest hardware weight of the propellant duct thermal

conditioning alternatives. Pumping coolant back into the tank is an option having grealer
hardware wei_ht than dumping coolant overboard.

Q
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Table 2-12. Payload Weight Penalties for System Comparisons, kg m (lbm), Five Burn
Mission, RL10A-3-3 Engine

F£ED o_. .
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2.3.5.4 Relative Reliability. Relative reliability for each of the ten concepts
identified in Table 2-11 was determined by analyzing eRch major subsystem

component to determine mean missions between failures (_I_IBF). The reliability
analysis used Concept A as the baseline with other concepts evaluated as modifica-

tions to this concept, The results of the reliability analyses, presented in Tablp
2-13 indicate the relative reliability and mean missions between failures for each
concept.

Concept H has the highest reliability rating; this is achieved by replacing both boost
pumps with a pressurization system for turbopump NPSP. The pressurization system
has re,my components, however the reliability achieved by redundancy exceeds that of
two boost pumps. The reliability of all acquisition systems is lower than that of all
sett,,ng systems. This is mainly due to the additional valving required for venting
liquid or vapor back into tank from the sump area. Cooling the feedline reduces the
reliability compared to an uncooled feedl_,le. Pumping coolant back into the tank
also degrades reliability (compared to dumping coolant overboard).

2.3.5.5 Electrical Power Consumption. Electrical power consumption was computed
for each concept. Power consumption for the valves and sensors were neglected. The
two main power requirements are for pumping cooling fluid back into the tank and for
warming cryostored helium to usage temperature. Heat exchanger power requirements
are relatively high. The cryostored pressurant option has the highest power require-
ments. The next highest power requirements are for pumping turbopump thermal
subcooler fluid and propellant duct cooling fluid back into the tanks (Concept O). This
consumption is slightly greater than Concepts D and M which only pump turbopump

Table 2-13. Relative Reliability of Propellant Feed System Concepts

One Burn Two Burn Five Burn t
,

Concept R* _iMBF** a [ ",IMBF R

i

MMBF

i 'A 0. 999271 1371 0. 995957 958 0. 998792 927

B 0. 999025 1025 0. 995605 716 0. 998354 615

D 0. 999466 18_ , 0. 999236 1305 0. 999114 1125

E 0. 999552 2392 0. 999403 1675 0. 99930_ 1443

H (RL10A-3-3,_ 0. 999670 3030 0.999503 2012 0. 999415 1709

I! (RL10-Cat I) 0.999675 3086 0. 999824 2100 0. 999425 1739

K O.995553 971 O. 998360 609 O. 9_)9101 525

L O.998969 969 O.998527 675 O.995294 586

,_ 0. 999528 679 0. 9978_ 475 0. 997564 410

O 0. 997910 478 0. 997013 334 0. 996542 289

P 0. 997927 482 0. 997206 357 0. 996734 305
1 i I, ,,

• Rell_bllity
• .._I,_rBF • mesh missies between failure
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subcooler fluid. Concepts B and K Dpumping boost pump subcooler fluid back into the

tank, have lower power consumption than the other concepts requiring electrical power.
Concepts A, E, L, N and P do not require any electrical power consumption.

2.3.5.6 Mission Profile Flexibility. Mission profile flexibility assessments were

made. For systems using settling, added start sequence time will be required to
accomplish settling. This will have an impact on the existing mission profiles for the
Centaur D-1S. Main engine firing with capillary devices can be initiated more quickly

than with settling thrusters.

2.3.5.7 Systems Comparison Conclusions and Recommendations. For the Centaur
D-IS, feed systems using capillary devices have the greatest mission profile flexibility.

Feed systems having the lowest hardware weight are those using propellant settling and

thermal subcoolers before the boost pumps with coolant pumped back into the tank

(Concept B). Feed systems having the lowest payload weight penalty are Concepts A
and B. Concept A uses propellant settling and pressure fed boost pumps. For longer

missions than those required by the Centaur D-1S vehicle, capillary device payload

weight penalty will be less than that of propellant settling. Concepts with no electrical
power consumption are Concepts A, E, L, N and P. The highest reliability concept

is ConceptH utilizingpressure .fed turbopumps.

The studyshowed thatseveralareasare worthy ofinvestigationdependingon the
directiontakenby new vehicledesignrequirements. Ifhighreliabilityisthemajor

criteria,thenpressurefedvehiclesshouldbe studied.Iflow payloadpenaltyand

low power consumptionare most significantthenthebaselineCentaurD-IS using

propellantsettlingand boostpumps (ConceptA) isbest. Iflowesthardware weightis
most importantand missionsoftwo burns or lessare required(payloadpenaltyisthen

alsolowest)thenpropellantsettlingwiththermal subcoolingand coolant returnedto
thetankshouldbe selected.For missionsgreaterthanfiveburns, (approximately10
burns)capillarydevicesare attractive(usingthermalsubcoolersbeforeboostpumps
withcoolantreturnedtothetank,Concept K).

The studyshowed thatthebaselinesystem isattractiveand, under a specificsetof
assumptions,pressurefedturbopumps,thermalsubcoolersbeforetheboostpumps

withcoolantpumped back intothetankand capillarydevicesare worthy ofadditional
study.
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2.4 PROPELLANT ACQUISITION FOR ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLES

An additional task was added to NAS3-20092 to dete.'_-nine the preferred approach to

propellant acquisition for two types of orbital transfer vehicles (OTVs}. To this end,
capillary acquisition device systems were analyzed for four selected tankages and

compared with propellant settling systems for the same vehicles and missions. The

vehicles were an All-Propulsive Orbit Transfer Vehicle (APOTV) which is ground-based

and a larger Personnel Orbit Transfer Vehicle (POTV} which is space-based. Both

vehicles will be considered as single or dual (tandem stages). The mission will be the

LEO (270 n.mi._ to GEO transfer and return. The procedures and systems for this task

were established ha the prior studies reported in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. In prior
studies the IN.1S vehicle was used. In this task the vehicles are less well-defined. A

settling system using N204/MMI-I propellants with Isp of 260 was selected. Three systems
are selected for comparison- settling with subcooling of propellants to meet boost pump
NPSP requirements and coolant pumped back into the tank, settling with pressurization

and no subcooling, and capillary device with _,_bcooling of propellants to meet boost pump

NPSP and coolant pumped back into the tank. For these three systems, only those

components are considered in the comparison which vary among these systems, excluding
some components considered in earlier studies.

2.4.1 VEHICLE AND MISSION DEFINITION. The vehicles to be considered for this

study are shown in Figure 2-15 and 2-16. They are representative of the type of

geometric tankage expected for OTVs. Dual stage vehicles consist of two similar
singlestagevehiclesalthoughnumber ofenginesand totalthrustmay vary between

stages. Weightsand mass fractionsofthesmallerAllPropulsiveOrbitalTransfer

Vehicle(APOTV) and largerPersonnelOrbitalTransferVehicle(POTV) are shown in
Table2-14. Round trippayloadswillassume thedeliveredpayloadequalsthe

returnedpayload. Deliveryonlypayloadsassumed onlythestagewas returnedtolow-

earthorbit.Only halfofthecases were calculatedas representativeofthe1990

timeframe;singlestagesfor roundtripmissionswere deletedbecausetheydo not

satisfymanned requirementsanddual stagesfordeliveryonlyisunlikely.

Inordertomake comparisons,which are basedon payloadweight,between settling
and capillaryacquisitionsforthesevehicles,the sensitivityfactorsor payload

partialsmust be determined. The followingparagraphspresentthegroundrules

used todeterminethepartials,and how each partialis used withtheacquisition
systems tobe compared.

Figures2-17 and 2-18 describepictoriallythemissionprofilesusedforthisanalysis.

One stageand two stagevehiclesprimarilyaccountforthedifferencesshown. The

._Vfo-Be variousbarns are tabulatedinTable 2-15. Usingtheseprofiles,Tables
2-16 through2-19 were developedtodefinethepropellantand dry weightsused for

each vehicleandtheresultantpropellantsavailableattheend ofeach burn. The latter

isusedto calculatepropellantsettlingrequirementsforeach subsequentpropulsive

burn. A specificimpulseof470 secondsisused and 2 percentofthepropellantsare
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Table 2-14. Propellant and Dry Weights Used for all Stages

Mass

Fraction Propellants Dry Weight Payload

APOTV 0.9 32,659 kgm 3,629 kgm 8,074 kgm

(72,000 lbm) (8,000 Ibm) (17,800 ibm)

I
POTV 0.92 53,070 kgm 4,536 kgm . 18,126 kgm

(117,000 Ibm) (10,000 ibm) i (38,960 ibm)

Table 2-15. Mission Profile Velocity Requirements for Synchronous
Missions

&V Requirement,
ft/sec

1. LEO First Injection Burn (Phasing Orbit) 4,270

2. LEO Second Injection Burn 3,586

E stimated G ravity Losses 190

3. GEO Circularization Burn 5,798

4. GEO Deorbit Burn 5,798

5. LEO Phasing Orbit Burn 3,586

6. LEO Ctrcularizatioa Burn 4,270

Estimated Losses 50

7. Flight Performance Reserves, 2 Percent of Total AV 556
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Table 2-16. MissionProfileand PropellantUsage for APOTV
(DeliveryOnly)SingleStage

Event/ [ Burn Propellant Initial Initial

Time Initial Mass [ Time, Burned, Final Mass, Percent Accelera-(hr.) kgm {lbm) sec kgm (Ibm) kg m {ibm) Pull tion, g

MES1 Vehicle 44, 361 (97, 800) 33, $69 (74,006)

(T=0) LO 2 27,993 (61,714) 559.1 9,270 (20,436) 18,687 (41,198) 97 0.204

LH 2 4,666 (10,286) 1,523 (3,358) 3,108 (6,852) 92

MES2 Vehicle 33. 569 (74,006) 26,337 (58,064)

(T=-3.1) LO 2 18,687 (41,198) 374.6 6,211 (13,692} 12,455 (27.458) 64 0.270

LH 2 3,108 (6,852) 1,021 (2, 250) 2, 073 (4, 571) 61

MES3 Vehicle 26,337 (58, 064) 17,872 (39,400)

(T_8.35) LO 2 12,454 (27,467) 438.6 7,271 (16,030) 5,161 (11,379) 43 0.344

LH 2 2,073 (4,571) I,195 (2.634) 868 (I,913) 41

MES4 Vehicle 9,798 (21,600) 6,719 (14,_13)

(T= LO 2 5,147 (ll, 348) 159.5 2,644 (5, 829) 2,496 (5,502) 18 0. 926

128.35) LH 2 868 (1,913) 435 (958) 431 (950) 17

MESS Vehicle 6,719 (14,813) 5,385 (11,871)

(T= LO2 2, 494 (5, 499) 69. i 1,146 (2,527) 1,344 (2, 962) 8.6 1.35

133.6) LH 2 431 (950) 188 (415) 242 (534j 8.4

MES6 Vehicle 5,385 (11,871) _,967 (8,790j

('1',,' LO 2 1,342 (2, 959) 72.4 1,200 (2, 646_ 137 (303) 4.6 1.68

13u. 7) LH 2 242 (534) 197 (435) 45 (101) 4. 7

Main Engine Thrust ffi9,080 kgf (20, O00 lbf} Dry Weight ,ffi3,629 kgm (8,000 ib m)

Mixture Ratio = 6.08 P_yload Weight ffi8,074 kgm (17, 800 lhm)
Isp = 470 see Burnout Acceleration = 2. 28 g's.
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Table 2-17 Mission Profile and Propellant Usage for APOTV {Round

Trip) Dual Stage

_A Burn I Propellant Initial Initial

Initial Mass I Time. I Burned. Final ,_Iass. t Percent Accelera-

--_ _gm (Ibm) _ kgrn (Ibm) kg m (Ibm) ___ lion, g
GE f I

MES1 Vehicle 79,637 (175,570) 60,087 (132,471) '

(T_0) LO 2 27,993 (61,714) 16,792 r37,021) 11.138 (24,555) 97 O. 114

LH 2 4.666 (10.286) 2. 757 (6.078) 1.856 (4.096) 92

MES2 Vehicle 60,088 (132,471) 49.972 (110,169)
(T=3.1) LO2 11,138 (24, 555) 8,689 (19,157) 2,424 (5,345) 38 0. 151

LH 2 1,858 (4,096j 1,427 (3,145) 420 (927) 36

MES3 Vehicle 6,_22 (14,599_ 3,964 (8,739)

(T-3. 2) LO 2 2, 424 (5,345) 2, 283 (5,033) 137 (301) 8.3 1.37

LH 2 420 (927) 375 (827) 46 (101) 8. i

SECOND STAGE

MES1 1 Vehicle 43,350 (95,570) 41,264 (90,972)

(2",,3.3) ' LO 2 27, 993 (61,714) 1,791 (3,949) 26,195 (57,749) 97 0. 209

I LH 4,666 (10,286) 294 (649)i 4,359 (9,609) 92

MES2 Vehicle 41,264 (90,972) 27,900 (61,508)

(T28.36) LO 2 26,195 (57,749) 11,479 (25,307) 14,672 (32,346) 90 0.220
LH 2 4,359 (9,609) 1,886 (4,157) 2,442 (5,384) 86

"f MF._3 Vehicle 27.900 (61,508) :.8,912 (41,693)
I (T= L02 14,669 (32,339) 7,720 (17,019) 6,923 (15, 262) 51 0.325

12$. 35) LH 2 2,442 (S, 384) 1,268 (2, 796) 1,161 (2, 559) 48

1
I MES4 Vehicle 18,912 (41,693) l_r,016 (33.105)

(T= LO 2 6,922 (15, 261) 3,346 (7,377) 3,567 (7,863) 24 0. 480

! 133.6) LH 2 1,161 (2,559) 549 (1,211) 608 (1,340) 23

J
MESS Vehicle 15. 016 (33,105) 11,033 (24,324)

C_' LO2 3,566 (7,862) 3, 421 (7,642) 137 (301) 12 0. 604
138.7) LH2 608 (1,340) 562 (1,239) 45 (100) 12

First St$1e Second StaKe
Main EN_/:_ Thru,t = 9,080 kgf (20,000 lbf) Main _.ullne Thrust - 9,090 kM (20,000 Ibf) '
MLxturl Ratio = 6.08 Mixture Ratio ,, 6.09

Isp., 470 sec I_ • 470 sec
Dry Weight = 3,629 kgm (9,000 lb m) Dry Weight = 3,629 kgm (8,000 Ibm)
Payload Weight • 7, 062 kgf (15,370 Ibm) Payload Weight • 7, 062 kgf (15, 570 lb m)
Burnout Acceleration = 2.29 g's Burnout Acce|eratloa • 0. 922 it's

/

I.
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Table 2-18. Mission Profile and Propellant Usage for POTV

(Delivery Only) Single Stage

Event/ Burn Propellant Initinl Initial

Time Initial Mass Time, Burned, Final Mass, Percent Accelera-

(hr.) kg m 0b m) sec kg m (Ibm) kg m (Ibm) Full tton. g

MES1 Vehicle 75.732 (166,960) 58,215 (128,342)

(TriO) LO 2 45.489 (100.286) 453.8 15,040 (33,158) 30,390 (66,999) 0.239
LH 2 7,581 (16,714) 2.477 (5,460) 5,048 (11,130)

MES2 Vehicle 58,215 (128.342) 45,504 (100.320)

('1_-3.1) LO 2 30,390 (66.998) 329.3 10,913 (24,060) 19,438 (42,854) 0.312

Lil 2 5,048 (ll, 130) 1,797 (3,962) 3,227 (7.114)

MES3 Vehicle 45,504 (100,320) 30,623 (67,512)
(T=8.35) LO2 19,438 (42, 853) 385.5 12,777 (28,169) 6,623 (14,602) 0.399

LH 2 3,227 (7,114) 2,104 (4,639) 1.105 (2,436)

MES4 Vehicle 12,497 (27, 552) 8,553 (1_, 856)

(T= LO2 6,606 (14,563) 102.6 3,402 (7,500) 3,195 (7, 043_ 1.45

128.35) Ltl 2 1,105 (2,436) 550 (1,235) 542 (1,196)

MES5 Vehicle 8,553 (I 8, 856) 6,836 (15, 070)

(T= LO 2 3,193 (7,040) 44.5 1,475 (3,251) 1,713 (3,770) 2. 12
133.6) Lli 2 542 (1,196) 243 (535) 299 (660)

MES6 Vehicle 6, 836 (15,070) 5.037 (11,105)

I (T= LO2 i, 711 (3, 773) 46.6 1,544 (3, 405) 161 (355) 2. 65
, 136.7) Lll 2 299 (660) 254 (560) 47 (103)
e

Main Engine Thrust = 18,160 kgf (40, 000 lbf) Dry Weight = 4,536 kgm (10,000 Ibm)
Mixture Ratio = 6.08 Payload Weight = 18, 126 kgm (39, 960 Ibm)
[sp ffi470 see Burnout Acceleration - 3, 60 g's
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Table 2-19. Mission Profile and Propellant Usage for POTV

(Round Trip) Dual Stage

Evqnt/ Bum Prop,=.lant Initial i Initial
Time Inirial bIass Time, Burned, Fta_l Mass, Percent IA¢celera-

(hr,) kg m (Ibm) sec _m (Ibm) kgm (Ibm) Full :tlon, g
! , I

FLRST STAGE

_ES1 Veb/cl.e 128,394 (283,060) 106,949 (235,782)

('T•O) LO 2 45,489 (100, 286) 370.3 18,415 (40,599) 27,002 (59,530) 97 0.212
LH 2 7,581 (16,714) 3,030 (6,679) 4, 487 (9, $93) 92

MES2 Vehicle 1G6,949 (235,782) 78,460 (172,974)

(T=3.11 LO 2 27, 002 (59,530) 492. 0 24, 465 (53,936) 2, 464 (5,433) 57 0. 254
LH 2 4,487 (9, 893) 4, 024 (8, 8721 427 (941) 54

_[ES3 Vehicle 7,672 (16,914) 4,968 (10,952)

_r=3.2 ) LO 2 2,464 (5,433) 46.7 2,322 (5,120) 134 (296) 5.2 3.55
LH 2 427 (941) 382 (842) 46 (101) 5. I

SECO_;D STAGE

._lgS1 Vehicle 70, 788 (186,080) 88,382 (150, 690)

(T',3.3) LO 2 43,489 (100, 286) 63.1 2,092 (4, 611) 43,389 (95,687) 97 0. 256
LH 2 7,591 (18,714) 344 (7591 7, 218 (15,913) 92

MES2 Vehicle 68,352 (150,690) 46,157 (101,758)

(T=8.35)! LO 2 43,389 (95,657) 574.9 19,059 (42,019) 24,257 (53,477) 92 0. 265

. i LH 2 7,218 (15,913) 3,138 (6,913) 4,031 (8,886) 89

3IES3 Vehicle 46,187 (101,7,58) 31,231 (68,852)
('1"," LO 2 24, 254 (53,470) 388.8 12, 817 (28,257) 11,394 (25,119) 51 0.393
128.35) _ LH 2 4,031 (8, 888) 2,109 (4, 8491 I, 899 (4,187) 49

_IES4 Veh!cle 31,231 {68.852) 24,789 (54,888)

(T= LO 2 11,393 (25,118) 167.6 8,558 (12,249) 5, 822 (12,935) 24 0.581
133.6) LI.I2 1,999 (4,187) 914 (2, 015) 980 (2,160) 23

3lESS Vehb:le 24,781 (54,588) 18,158 (40,0_;')
(T- LO 2 8,$21. (12,834) 171.1 5,872 (12,504) 137 (301) 12 0.733

138.71 LH2 979 (2,160) 933 (2, 057) 45 (101) 12

First Stage $eo_ StMe
Main Engine Thrust • 27, 240 k.g! (80, 000 IW) Main En6,1oe Thrus_ = 18,160 kgf (40, 000 lbf)
Mixture Ra_Lo = 8.08 Mixture Ratio = 8. 08

_SP • 470 I1_ Zip • 470 _eC
DW We_ht = 4,538 Icfm (10, 000 Ibm) Dry WeiKht • 4, 538 kgm (10, 000 Ibm)

PayIoM Weight • 13,181 lq_m (29, 060 Ibm) Payload Weight • 13,181 kgm (29, 060 lbm_
B_truout Acce[eratloQ • 5.48 g'l Buruottt Ac©elerat/on • 0.999 g's

t
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used for flight perfocmance reserves. No accounting was made for RCS propellants

or main propellants used at GEO in this preliminary study.

Table 2-20 shows the payload sensitivity factors for the above cases. The dry weight

partials will be used for added hardware weight, and helium and auxiliary propellant
residuals. Propellant weight partials are used for the displacement of propellant

volume by hardware, i.e., subeooler. Propellant residual partials are used for
any residual propellant created by an acquisition system. All partials are multiplied
by the quantity weight or velocity to obtain payload w._ight which is compared between

systems, i.e., 5P/bx where P is payload weight and x is the determined weight or

velocity.

Consumed auxiliary propellants for settling are determined in two parts. The single

velocity partial is used for any velocity added. Consumed auxiliary or settling
propellant weight is used with the corresponding burn value. For example, settling

propellants used prior to the third burn are multiplied by the burn number 3 partial.

A computer program, written under IRAD funding (Ref. 19), was used to develop the
propellant usage schedules presented in Tables 2-16 through 2-19. The program, known

as LOXI_RES, calculates oxygen t_nk conditions for a single or multiple burn mission.

Table 2-20. PayloadSensitivityFactorsforGeosynchronousOrbits

Vehicles APOTV, Pl"qp • 72,000 _ POTV, Prop ,,ll'J',000 I_

Psylosd Delivery Mode: Deitvory Oisly Round Trtp ' Delivery Only Round Trtp

Stalress StnghD Dual* Stn|le" Dual Single Dud" Stnllle" Dusl

CRITERIA

Dr,/Wett_
tat StSlie -0. 480 -0. 24 -0. 67 -0. :_'

and Sta_ -3,_ -3.70 -L0 -1,0 3,64 -3.74 -1.0 -1`0

_|latm Wet|hi
let StsSe 0. 0t 0. 16 0. 61 0.18

?..,_dStep 0.60 0._ 0. II 0.Zl 0,6e 0.'rt o. 11 0.20

Pl'olpellaat Ro,tldua_

lm State -1:16 -0.30 -1.20 -0.43

2ad _qpl 04.34 °4.40 o1.10 -1`21 -4.34 -4.46 -1`17 -1`Z

.Atudlta_'y i_'Op411_ find Prlo_r to atom

_tap 1
Bunt No. 2 *0. :t -0. 04 -0. | -o. 06

lk,m No. 3 -0. 2| -0. 0e -0. 20 -o. t

st,_s
_No. | -0.| -0.4| -0.04 -0.1 -0.| -0.44, -0006 -0.11

lku's !(o. 3 -0.40 -0.N -0. 1,1 -0._4 -0.40 -1`0 -0. 1,1 -0.30

Ik,mt No. 4 -1.0 -1.11_ -0.g/ -0.48 -1.0 -l.n -0.;11' -0.49

No. 0 -i,10 -|.0 -0.41) -0.'t -1`1_ -1.0 -0.49 -0.'/

Ben No. 6 41.0 -0.'t -a.o -o.'t

Velootty S. _t S. 8: 1.0 1. IS S. 12 9. al 1. 64 3. :tl

Not.@IVsItm| 01'1)b p4yla4td_6 X whlqrt X "S well;hi or, velocity

Av. tepso _ _nt/mf)
* MlUionJ hoe coeaddentd tn tldm8tudy.
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i
! LOXPRES was developed with the intent that it be used as a preliminary design tool.

With this purpose in mind the input data necessary to execute the program was kept

simple. The input variables require only a basic knowledge of th_ vehicle geometry
and mission definition.

IOXPRES calculates the helium mass necessary to provide the required net positive

suction pressure (NPSP) for the oxygen tank before and during main engine firing. The

mass of oxygen boiloff during coast and main engine firing, as well as the resulting tank
pressure profile is also calculated. Simplifications exist in the program logic which

relate propellant vapor pressure decay during outflow empirically to Centaur flight data

and coast pressure rise rates to normalized expressions derived from a rigorous

equilibrium solution. These simplifications do not, however, greatly compromise the
results obtained.

Note that currently the LO2 weight varies between burns by the vaporization due to

tank heating occurring during coast periods. Hydrogen weight delta between burns
will be somewhat smaller. The H2 pressurization and boiloff code development schedule

did not permit inclusion of these effects for H2. Although the magnitude of these

numbers are not large, thty are the significant numbers that must be considered in

our comparison between settling and capillary acquisition. The tables presented are

also required to define propellants which must be settled for each burn. The tables

will support that phase of the task and enable us to determine required propellants
for settling for the established mission profiles. Tank geometries as a function of

station were defined for the four vehicle tanks to support analysis of the start basket
behavior.

2.4.2 PROPELLANT ACQUISITION WITH CAPILLARY DEVICES. Capillary

acquisition devices provide propellant to initiate the main engine start sequence by
maintaining wetted screen barriers over the engine outlet, affording a collected
propellant available at alI times. This start basket ts refilled each burn. Cryogenic
capillary devices are not used with main tank pressurization because of capillary
device interactions with the warm pressurant gas. These devices therefore require
a thermal subcooler to provide subcooled liquid to meet NPSP requirements. Subcoolers

may be used in conjunction with boost pumps -- a constant requirement for engine
start and operation -- or w/thout boost pumps where they must be designed for h/gher
performance (larger units than above) to meet the transient start conditions. This study
assumed that electrically-driven tank-mounted boost pumps would be a preferred
option since without them suboooler we/ghts and penalties increase two-fold or more.

8uHlclent design and analysis were performed to define the system size, the
operational characteristics of the start basket including refilling times and the

, weightsof thesystems,

2,4,_.,ICapillaryDeviceAnalysis, Cnlc_ationswere performed toslzecapillary

dev/ces for LO2 and LH2 tanks for the APOTV and POTV veh/cles. The start
t sequence and thermal cond/tionlng volume requirements were determined. Thermal

comiltlon/ng reqttirements were based on estimates of total basket volume and
: _-51
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basket surface area. This estimate will be verified with the actual total volume and

surface areas determined by calculating and summing ;he start sequence, thermal

conditioning {start basket), subcooler start up, channel volume and residual volume.

Start sequence calculations were performed to determine main engine settling time

and settling during the start sequence. Five times the free fall time was used as

the settling and collection criteria.

Subcooler filling volume was based on scaling of subcooler requirement: from
Reference 2 us._ng engine flow rate and anticipated NPSP requirements as the scaling

parameters.

Capillary device thermal conditioning requirements were determined using worst case
incident hea,'Sng on the start basket. Heat fluxes across the tank wall were assumed to

be 0.2Btu/hrft2for LH2 and 0.3 Btu/hr ft2for LO2 (Ref. 20). Both forced convection

{due to mixing) and free convection heat transfer coefficients were c_lculated and applied

to the start basket cortical surface area. Mixing flows were defined from space

system mixing design correlations developed by Poth (Ref. 11). These utilize a

factor Vodo to define the strength of the jet. Worst case coefficients for heat transfer
to the basket due to forced convection were defined from jet impingement or flow over

a flat plate. These flows were applied to the basket conical surface area and were
assumed to persist for extended periods to evaluate total generation load for dryout.

The free convection flows were low except for main engine firings which were of

duration short enough to neglect for vapor volume generation requirements.
Conversely, they could be significant for wicking strength design.

Channel and residual volume requirements were conservatively calculated to determine

the required channel dimensions and basket liquid level prior to refilling initiation.

The liquid in the basket must be sufficient to prevent vapor from entering the channel

prior to burnout. Worst ease start sequence and thermal conditioning volumes were used.
Assumptions are conservative because liquid will cover the screen at a point where low

pressure exists. The channels must function as follows. They must maintain contact with

the liquid In the basket at the initiation of the sLart sequence and prevent vapor ingestion
during settling of start basket fluid. (Initially liquid is positioned at the top of the basket

due to drag, with thermal conditioning volume removed from the start basket). After

start basket fluid is settled, the basket drains through the channels until refilling is

Initiated. R is for this period under nmtn engine thrust that the channels are sized
and "residual"liquidquantitiesare determined.

Capillarydevicesare assumed tobe toppedby 6°cones and followtheellipticalbulkhead

(spacedatI")untiltheconicalregioncommences. Each cone istoppedwitha standpipe,
sizedtominimize vapor trappedduringrefilling.The standpipescreenisa singlelayer
ofscreenthatallowsvapor toenterthecapillarydeviceduringthermalconditioningand

vapor toleaveduringrefilling.$tandplpescreenmesh is razedforretentionpurposes
tomeet worst case RCS accelerationbetweenburns.Multiplelayersofscreen are used
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for wicking over the remainder of the basket. Screens are spaced at 0.053 cm (0.021

in) whiclr is the spacing determined in Reference 6. Main screen mesh is sized based

on retention capability _o hold liquid durihg all cases of engine firing prior to the last

burn of each mission. For refilling purposes, burn 1 of the three-burn mission and

' burn 5 of the six-burn mission were analyzed for both APOTV and POTV LO 2 and LH2
capillary devices. This analysis produced the capillary device characteristics

presented in Table 2-21. Figure 2-19 is provided to illustrate specific dimensions for
Table 2-21,

Refillin_ Calculations - Refilling capability is a major design criteria in start basket

: analysis. Two factors affecting start basket refill are the imposed g-level and the time
available for refilling. Refilling of the start basket configurations presented in Section

2.4.3.2 was analyzed using the REFILL computer program. Burn 1 of the three-burn
mission and burn 5 of the six burn mission were analyzed for both APOTV and POTV

LO2 and LH2 capillary devices. Burn 1 of the three-burn mission was selected for
analysis because it provided the lowest g-level (APOTV-0.114 g's, 1013 sec burn;

POTV-0.212 g's, 370 sec burn) at which refilling would occur.

Burn 5 of the six burn mission was selected since this was the shortest burn, and

therefore, had the least amount of time (APOTV-69.1 sec, POTV-44.5 sec) for

refilling to occur. Mission burn conditions were given in Tables 2-15 through 2-18.

Main screen mesh requirements assume that a large portion of the start basket is
covered by main tank liquid during the start sequence.

A

P _-_ 'L'_IGLE r" 'f
SCI_EN 5.1 CM / I
("-IN)m --_ I t c

s'r, NDPn,E L,- ' E i
...,,,_s "_ /

: MAIN SCREEN _ _m. ,

: P/S-sipSPACED /// f
o.sa c_ _o.z_I_ --'-._\'_.-,, I /// I

F MESH MAIN SCREEN
T_PICAL SCREEN C A_fl_'EL I

4 REQD, H CM (IN)WIDTH,

H CM tiN) HEK_HT BASKET VOLUME ,, O,M 3 IFT3)

= ALL CHANNELS END AT PLANE NOTE: SEE TABLE "--21FOR SPECIFIC

-" OF ELLIPTICAL SECTION VEHICLE TANK DL_LENSIONS

Figure 2-19. Capillary Device Schematic
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Table 2-21. Capillary Device Characteristics

pOTV i APOTV J PoTv ! APOTV
J LHo

Volumetric Requirement no2 LO2 t LH2 i

Startscquence, m 3 (ft3) 0.306 (10.Sll 0.143 (5.05) 1.40 (49.33) 0.652 (23.02

Thermal Conditioning,m 3 (ft3) 0.010 (0.37]0.007 (0.25) 0.411(14.5) 0.198 (7.0)

Subcooler,m 3 (ft3) 0.005 (0.19} 0.003 (0.i0) 0.024 (0.83) 9.012 (0.42)

Residual .Margin, m 3 (ft 3) 0.002 (0.06] 0.001 (0.03) 0.024 (0.83) 0.006 (0.20_
I

Channel Volume, m 3 {ft3) 0.014 (0.51: 0.011 {0.40) 0.065 (2.3) !0.046 (1.62)

G Total Volume , m3(ft3.[ 0.337 (11.9) 0.165 (5.83) .1.92 {67.8) 0.91,2 (32.2)

Characteristics Dimensions

A Radius, cm (in) 85.1 (33.5) 66.0 (26.0) 142. 2 (56.0) 119.4 (47.0)
l
!

D EUlpsoidal Hi, cm (in) 17.5 (6.9) 11.9 (4.7) 42.9 (16.9) [ 28.4 (11.2)

Elllpsoldal Volume, m 3 (ft 3) 0.246 (8.7) 0. 116 (4. i) 1.57 (55.5) I 5.ao.4 (24.5_

E Cone Hi, cm (in) 9.9 (3.9) 8.4 (3.3) 16.5 (6.5) 13.0 (5.1)

Cone Volume, m 3 (ft3) 0.091 (3.2) 0.049 (1.73) 0.348(12.3) 0.218 (7.7)

C Standpipe Hi, cm (in) 4.6 (1.8) 7.9 (3.1) 11.9 (4.7) 20.1 (7.9)

To£alHeight, ¢m (in) 32.0 (12.6) 28.2 (11.1) 71.4 (28.1) 61.5 (24.2)

H ChaonelDtmensions, cm(in) L3×30.5 1.3×30.5 5.1xL2.7 5.1x12.7

(1/2 x 12) _1/2 x L2) (2 x 5) (2 x 5)

H Channel Ver_cal Height, cm (in) 10.2 (4) 7.6 (3) 26.7 (10.5) 18.5 (7.3)

Channel Mesh 325 × 2300 325 x 2300 325 x 2300 325 x 2300

F ,MainScreen Mesh 24 x 110 24 x 110 24 x !10 24 x 110

.Main Screen :_Acren Ral2ng 138 138 138 138

B Standpipe Mesh 14 x 88 14 × 88 I" x 88 14 × 88

Standpipe Micron Racing 245 245 245 245

NOTE: Four channels are required; main screen is two layers of P/S-S/P spaced at 0.053 cm
(0.021 in). Standpipe is a single screen layer 5.1 cm (2 in) diameter tube. The basket

is spaced 2.54 cm (1 in) off the wall.

The results of this refilling analysis are presented in Table 2-22. The settling times
listed are worst case. In running the computer program REFILL, it was assumed

that the propellants were completely settled before basket refilling occurred,
therefore, the refilling times are conservative. The total refilling times indicate

that there will be no problem in adequately refilling the start baskets. A convergence

problem in REFILL prevented determination of a refilling time for the LO 2 basket
in the POTV for burn 5, however, no problem in refilling is anticipated.

2.4.2.2 Subcooler Sizing Analysis. A thermal subcooler sizing analysis was performed
to determine subcooler w_:ights and associated payload weight penalties for APOTV and
POTV vehicles. Subcooler system weights were generated to enable a comparison
between settling with tank pressurization (Concept A, Ref. 17), settling with subcooling
of boost pump propellants (Concept B, Ref. 17) and capillary acquisition with subcooling
of boost pump propeliantJ (Concept K, Ref. 17).
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Table 2-22. Start Basket Refilling Times

Mission Setting Refilling Total

Burn Time, (a/go)init Time, Time. RefillingCon.q_ion see . . .sec sec Time T sec

APOTV LH 2 Burn I 1013.0 0.114 11 29.5 40.5

APOTV LH 2 Burn 5 69.1 1.35 11 1.38 12.4

APOTV LO 2 Burn i 1013.0 O.114 7 6.0 13.0

APOTV LO 2 Burn 5 69. 1 1.35 7 0.23 7.2

POTV LH2 Burn 1 370.3 0.212 9 46.5 55.5

POTV LH2 Burn 5 44. 5 2.12 9 0.31 9. 3

POTV LO 2 Burn 1 370.3 0.212 6 13.0 19.0

POTV LO 2 Burn 5 44.5 2.12 6

A. Sizing Approach

The subcooler sizing approach for this study is to match heat removal requirements
for a desired NPSP to the size of subcooler which will provide this heat removal

at the minimum expected operating tank pressure. The equation giving required
heat removal as a function of NPSP is

Qr = n_Cp AT/AP (NPSP + losses) (2-11)

where

Qr -- required rate of heat removal, watt (Btu/sec)

n_ = flowrateofliquidthroughsubcoolerhot side,kgm/sec

(lhm/(Sec)

Cp = liquidpropellantspecificheat,Joule/kgm-K (Btu/Ibm-F)
i

AT/_P = ratiooftemperaturechange topressurechange,K/kN/m 2
(F/psi)

NPSP = required inlet net positive suction pressure, kN/m 2 (psi)

losses = pressure drop in subcooler, kN/m 2 (psi)
r

Subcooler heat removal performance was determined parametrically as a function
of tank pressure in Reference 2 for the three defined IX)2 and LH2 subeooler
sizes. Subcooler sizes for this study were extrapolated from the parametric
curves using the specific calculation steps described later in detail. This approach
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was used iteratively since the "losses" term of the above equation depends on

the size of subcooler providing the NPSP.

B. Assumptions and G roundrules

1. Required delivered NPSP values -,re 6.9 kN/m 2 (1.0 psi) for LO 2 and 3.45 kN/m 2

(0.5 psi) for LH 2.

2. Subcoolers are sized to provide NPSP for propellant acquisition by settling

(Concept B, Ref. 17) and by capillary device (Concept K, Ref. 17). It is
assumed that factors affecting subcooler size (tank pressure, flow rates, etc.)
are the same for both of these approaches, so a single set of subcooler weights

applies to both approaches.

3. Minimum tank operating pressures during the time the subcoolers must function

are estimated to be 110.3 kN/m 2 (16 psia) for the IX) 2 tank and 89.6 kN/m 2

(13 psia) for the LH2 tank based on 137.8 kN/m 2 (20 psia) initial pressure in
both tanks. To determine subcooler system weight sensitivity to tank pressure,

minimum pressures of 75.8 kN/m2 (11 psia) in the 1.O2 tank and 68.9 kN/m 2

(10 psia) in the I/-I2 tank were also evaluated. This is shown in Table 2-23 where

the comparison with nominal tank pressures can be made.

4. Both LH2 and LO2 subcoolers are similar in design to the LO 2 subcooler of
Reference 6. Larger suboooler heat transfer areas are achieved by adding
more passes to the configuration (see Figure 3-9 of Reference 6).

5. Vehicle stage thrusts are as follows:

APOTV POTV

Single: 9072 kgf (20,000Ibf) Single: 18,]44kgf (40,000Ibf)

Dual: ist- 9072 kgf (20,000Ibf) Dual: ist- 27,2 vgf(60,000Ibf)
2nd - 9072 kgf (20,000113{) 2nd - 18,1 _f (40,000lbf)

6. Propellantflowratesare thosefortheRLIOA-3-3 enginemultipliedby the(actor:

stage thrust/X3,608 kgf (30,000 lbf)

Stage Thrust LO2 r_ LH2 n_

K kgf (K Ibf) kgm/sec (Ibm/sec) kgm/sec (Ibm/sec)

9.072 (20) 17.1 (37.6_ 3.39 (7.47) ,

18.144 (40) 34.1 (75.2) 6.80 (14.9)
27.216 (60) 51.2 (112.8) 10.2 (22.4)
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Table 2-23. Subcooler Related Weight Penalties, kgm (Ibm) at Two Potentia)
Tank Operating Pressures

t"[NAL TANK LO2 110 kN/m 2 (lb pslap LO,2 75.8 kN/tn 2 ill psla_

IqlESSUIIE DI., a9.6 kN/m 2 [13 p_ia_ LII 2 b8.9 kN/'m 2 (10 psla)

VEH,CLE > _ _ _-

_'t'EIGtITI'ENALTYELEMENT _m # _ Xi_ _ e_ _,_ d_-_ if-, d_a # d_ _ -.X_ t-

I0. S_tmooler LII2 13 (Z_} 29 (65} 34 (76) III (244) 9 (D} 48 (105) 26 (510 75 (It;6) 90 (198)

-- DO2 lb (35) 33 (Ta) 37 (_2) 124 (274) l0 {23) 60 (132) 34 (7t;; 85 (1_) 134 (295)

16. Pumping System to LH2 9 (20) 10 (22) 7 {15) 37 (82) 6 (13) 34 (75_ 9 (20) 10 (22) 7 (15)

Return Coolant to Tank LH2 10 (23) 13 (29) 11 (24) 49 (109) 7 (15) 39 (86'_ 10 (23) 13 (29) 11 (24)

17. Volume Pe_alty DUe LH 2 Neg. Neg. 1 (2) 1 (2) 1 tl) 1 (1) Neg, 1 (1) 4 (8) [
to llardware Added LO2 1 (3) 3 (5) 14 (30) 9 (20) 5 (10) 5 (12) 3 (6} 6 (14) 54 (119)

I
.

18. Fluid Residuals LH2 3 (6) 5 (12) 10 (22) 20 (44) 3 (6) 10 (22) 5 (12! 15 (33) 29 (64)

Cold Side S_bcoolcr LO2 54(118) 114(252) 209(461) 434 (957) 57(126} 204 (449; 120("t;4) 294 (t;49} 753(1661}

TOTALS 106 (233) 208 (458) 323 (712) 786(1732) 96 (213} 400 (_2) 208 (459) 500 (1102_ 1081(2384)

NOTE: SETTLING OR CAPILLARY DEVICE. THEIXMALSUBCOOLING, BOO,q" PUMP. IINCtNJLED DUCT, COOLANT PUMPED.

7. Propellant properties used in the analysis:

LO 2 LH2

110.3 kN/m 2 75.8 kN/m 2 89.6 kN/m 2 68.9 kN/m 2

(16 psia) (11 psia) . (13 psia) ( 10 psia)

CO joule/kg F 1696 (0.405) 1691 (0.404) 9462 (2.26) 9085 (2.17)
(I3tu/lb-F)

_T/AP 0. 083 (1.03) 0.120 (1.49) 0. 037 (0.460) O. 046 (0. 571)
K/kN/m2
(F/psi)

8. Payloadpartials(i.e., poundof payloadpenaltyper pound ofdry weightaddcd,

per pound ofpropellantnottanked,per pound ofresiduals,etc.)are different
fordeliveryand roundtripmissionsand for singleand dualstagevehicles

(seeTable2-20). Inthisstudysubcoolerweightsare treatedas poundsof
dry weightadded. Payloadpenaltyforpropellantnottankedwas calculated

usingtheappropriatepropellantweightfactor.

C. IX) 2 Subcooler Sizing Steps

i. Calculaterequiredheatremoval, Qr, usingEquation2-11 and estimating
losses(p ssurelosswithinsubcooler).
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2. Determine size of subcooler which will provide this heat removal.

a. Extrapolate parametric curves of LO2 heat removal down to 110.3 kN/m 2

(16 psia) {see Figure 2-20).

b. Calculate equivalent subcooler hot side heat exchanger areas for each of

three LO2 subcoolers of Reference 6. Fin areas are multiplied by
respective fin efficiencies.

c. Plot a working curve of heat removal rate at 110.3 kN/m 2 (16 psia)

versus heat exchanger area from three LO 2 subcoolers of Reference 6

(upper left curve of Figure 2-20).

d. From this curve pick off heat exchanger area for required heat removal
rate.

3. Determine pressure drop in subcooler for this size.

a. Plot a working curve of LO2 subcooler pressure drop vs heat exchange
area using three subcoolers of Reference 6.

b. Pick off pressure drop from curve.

4. If subcooler pressure drop is different from that estimated in Step 1, replace

estimate with calculated value and do Steps 1 - 3 again. Iterate until

pressure drops match.

8. When required heat remo,al equals heat removal performance, design point

has been achieved. Determine subcooler weight.

a. Plot a working curve of subcooler weight vs heat transfer area (upper

right curve of Figure 2-20.

b. Pick subcooler weight from curve.

D. LH2 Sub,cooler Sizing Steps

1. Calculate required heat removal, Qr, using Equation 2-11 and estimating

losses (pressure loss within subcooler).

2. Determine size of subcooler which will provide this heat removal.

a. Extrapolate parametric curves of LH2 heat removal down to 89.6 kN/m 2
-: (13 psia) (see Figure 2-21).
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b. Calculate equivalent subcooler hot side heat exchanger areas for each of

three LH2 subcoolers of Reference 6. Fin areas are multiplied by
respective fin efficiencies.

c. Plot a working curve of heat removal rate at 89.6 kN/m 2 (13 psia) versus

heat exchanger area from three LH2 subcoolers of Reference 6 _upper left

curve ol Figure 2-21.

d. From this curve pick off heat exchanger area for required heat removal rate.

3. Determine LH 2 pressure drop in subcooler of LO 2 type design for this size.

a. Use the working curve of LO 2 subcooler pressure drop vs heat exchange area.

b. Pick off pressure drop from curve.

c. Adjust pressure drop for LH 2 properties (LH 2 AP = 0.63 LO 2 AP)

4. If subcooler pressure drop is different from that estimated in St_p 1, replace

estimate with calculated value and do Steps 1 - 3 again. Iterate until pressure
drops match.

5. When required heat removal equals heat removal performance, design point has

been achieved. Determine subcooler weight.

a. Plot a working curve of LH2 subcooler weight vs heat transfer area (upper

right curve of Figure 2-21.

b. Pick suboooler weight from curve.

E. Factors Affecting Subcooler Size

Using subcoolers to supply NPSP requirements to the boost pumps obviates the need
for main tank pressurization. However, the resulting lower tank pressures have a

negative effect on both subcooler heat removal requirements and heat removal

performance. Required heat removal, _r, given by Equation 2-11 is seen to be a

function of AT/AP, the slope of the LO 2 or LH2 saturation curve, which increases
with decreasing pressure. Lower tank pressures decrease subcooler performance

by providing lower fluid temperature on the hot side. This is illustrated in the lower

curves of Figures 2-20 and 2-21 Which show performance decreasing with decreasing
pressure.

Stage thrust values for this study are 9,072 kgf (20,000 lbf) (APOTV), 18,144 kgf

(40,000 Ibf) (POTV) and 27,216 kgf (60,000 lbf) (POTV) as compared to the 13,608
kgf (30,000 lbf) thrust of Centaur. The propellant flow rate, m, appearing in
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Equation 2-11 is a direct function of stage thrust (for the same Isp engines).
Consequently, the required heat removal for the larger POTV stages is at least
double and triple that for the 9,072 kgf (20,000 lbf) thrust APOTV stage due just
to the rh term.

Considering both the lower tank pressures and higher flow rates listed above (on

two stages), the subcoolers of this study are of the same approximate size, or
even larger than those of Reference 6, even though the required NPSP output is
less. Compounding the problem, the larger subcooler pressure drop losses
occurring with the higher heat load subcoolers further increases subcooler size.

Note that the suboooler weight versus heat transfer area curves at th_ top right of

Figures 2-20 and 2-21 are extrapolations of the three closely spaced points developed
in Reference 6. The subcooler sizes and weights determined by this analysis should
therefore be considered conceptual only. They are however valid for syste._a weight
comparisons. The weights for the three stages in order of increasing thrust are
for LH2 subcooler 13 kgm (28 Ibm) , 28 kgm (65 Ibm) and 52 kgm (114 lbm ) and for
LO2 subcooler 16 kgm (35 Ibm ), 33 kgm (73 lbrn) and 55 kgm (122 Ibm).

F. Other Subcooler Related Weights and Weight Summary

The use of subcoolers to provide required boost pump NPSP results in three
additional sources of payload penalty; propellant residuals remaining in the
subcooler cold side, a pumping system to return cold side propellants into the
tanks and a volume penalty for propellants not tanked due to added hardware in
the tanks. By far the most severe of the above penalties is the LO2 residual
remaining in the subcooler cold side. Propellant residuals for this study were
computed by ratfoing residuals from Reference 6 by the subcooler weights (which
are generally proportional to volume). The resulting residual propellant weights
are:

9,072 kgf 18,144 kgf 27,216 kgf

(20,000 lbf) (40,000 lbf) {60,000 lbf)
Thrust Veh. Thrust Veh. Thrust Veh.

LO2, kgm (Ibm) 45 (100) 98 (215) 163 (360)

LH2, kgm (1bin) 2 (5) 5 (10) 3 (17)

Pumping systems to return cold side propellants back to the tanks were sized for
the three vehicle sizes above. The systems include a battery, surge tank, pump,
other hardware and resulting propellant boll-off. The weights ranged from 9 kgm

= (20 Ibm) to 16 kgm (36 lbm) for the 9072 (20,000) to 27,216 (60,000) kgf (lbf) vehicles.

The volume penalties due to hardware in the tanks are negligible for the LH2 tank
and less than 14 kgm (30 Ibm) for the LO2 tanks.
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Vehicle weight penalties related to the use of subcoolers are summarized in

Table 2-23. The numbering system accompanying the weight items corresponds

to the weight tables of Reference 1% The total penBllies are seen to be strongly
influenced by vehicle thrust (propellant flow rate) which affects required heat

removal rate for a given delivered NPSP. Subcoolers for lower thrust vehicles

are seen to have considerably lower payload penalties when stage size and
propellant load are identified.

G. Weight Sensitivity To Tank Pressurev

Recognizing that lower tmLk pressure is detrimental to the subcooler system
_oecause it both increases the required heat removal and decreases heat removal

performance}, initial tank pressures were set as high as possible [ 137.8 kN/m 2

(20 psia)] without causing additional weight pvnalties such as tanking density, skin

thickness, etc. Estimated end-of-mission tank pressures for 137.8 kN/m 2 (20 psia)
initial pressure in both tanks are 110.3 kN/m 2 (16 psia) for the LO 2 tank and 89.6

kN/m2 (13 psia) for the LH2 tank. To determine system weight sensitivity to tank

pressure, the subcooler sizing analysis was tlso performed for lower tank

pressures of 75.8 kN/m 2 (11 psia) in the LO2 tank and 68.4 kN/m 2 (10 psia) in
the LH2 tank. The results showed that subcooler size must be increased

considerably to handle tank pressures that are only a few psi lower. A penalty
wetght summary for the lower tank pressures is shown in Table 2-23 for three

vehicles for comparison. Subcooler weights, and especially LO2 fluid residuals
on the LO2 subcooler cold side, are extremely high. The system is seen to be

very sensitive to minimum tank pressure and indicates the desirability of using
the higher tank pressures from Table 2-23 in this study. The table shows in excess

of double the payload penalty for the low tank pressures for the three stages
considered.

Increasing the final tank pressure results in a weight penalty which does not
appear in the weight summary. Vapor residuals in the tanks have a higher density
at higher pressure. Vapor residual weights are proportional to densities which
are shown below:

GO2 GH2

llt.'. 3 kN/m ;= 75.8 kN/m 2 89.6 kN/m 2 68.9 kN/m 2

{16 psia) (11 psla) 13 psia) 10 psia)

Density, gm/cc 3.00486 0.00343 0.00120 0.00095
(lb/ft 3) (0.303) (0.214) (0.0748) (0.0591)
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GO 2 residuals are seen to be higher by 42 percent and GH2 residuals are higher by

27 percent at the higher pressures.

2.4.2.3 Acquisition System - Weight Estimates. Four capillary acquisition devices for

POTV and APOTV applications are described in Layouts No. 1, 2, 3 and 4, Figures 2-22

through 2-25, respectively. The purpose of these layouts is to present brief design cuts

coupled with weight breakdowns. Ideally, all of the walls of the capillary devices should
be fine mesh screen with continuous wicking paths. However, screens cannot react to

loads, therefore, the designs emphasize structural backup systems for supporting the

screens when exposed to fluid impingement, pressure differentials, vibration and

acceleration. Referring to Layout No. 1, the device shown is for a POTV oxidizer

tank, and consists of a channel assembly enveloped by an ellipsoidal bottom section
and a conical top section. The complete assembly is supported at the LO2 tank outlet

and spaced 2.54 cm (1 in} from the tank wall. Except for CRES fasteners and teflon

gaskets, all parts are 2219 aluminum alloy.

The channel assembly consists of four branches spaced at 1.57 radians 190°) and inter-
connected at the center to a flanged outlet equipped with stiffener webs. Each branch

has a 1.25 x 30.48 cm {0.5 x 12 in) rectangular flow path enclosed by two perimeter

frames at the edges and two flat side walls. A typical cross section is shown in

Section "D-D" in Layout No. 1 and Section "A-A" in Layout No. 4. The flat side walls

are constructed of 325 x 2300 mesh screen seam welded at the edges to the perforated
support sheets. The screens are also intermittently spotwelded to the support sheets
in the centra, areas.

The bottom section is a shallow ellipsotdal dish equipped with an outlet hub at the center,

a perimeter ring and twelve stiffener ribs spaced at 0. 52 radlans (30"). The ribs are
attached to the perimeter ring, the hub, and to the main screen wall. Arrangements
between the perimeter ring, stiffeners and hub are shown in Details "B" and "C.' The
typical main screen wall section shown in Detail "E" consists of two screens spot-
welded to perforated sheets. A 0. 05 centimeter (0. 021 in) gap is maintained between
the screens using buttons which are spotwelded to the screen/perforated sheet assemblies.

The top section is a shallow cone equipped with an apex ring at the center, a standpipe,
a perimeter ring and twelve stiffener ribs. Similar to the bottom sectio.% the ribs are
attached to the perimeter ring, the apex ring, and to the main screen wall, "J ,e main
screen wall is the same as that described for the bottom section. The standpipe is a
single formed screen seam welded to the apex lng (see Detail "A" on Layout No, 3).
Also to permit assembly, the top section perimeter ring is attached *.othe bottom

section perimeter ring u_ing a gasket and screw set. The basket weight for Layout No.

L I has been determined to be 33.5 kgm ('/3.9 Ibm).

Layout No. 2 describes a second acquisition device for APOTV oxidizer taxSs. Excep"

for the smaller diameter (132 cm vs 170 cm for the Layout No. 1 ccnflguration), the
design is the same as that described for the POTV on Layout No. 1. Basket weight is
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! 24.I k_m (43.2ibm).

The acquisitiondeviceshown in LayoutNo. 3 is forPOTV LH 2 tankapplications.The
configurationisbasicallythe same as thosedescribedin LayoutsNo. i and 2 except

forthelarge284 cm (112in)diameterwhich requiresadditionalstructure.Insteadof

thetwelvestiffenerribsused forthepreviousdesigns,twenty-fourare requiredfor

boththebottom andtop sectionsinthiscase. Also thecross sectionsforperimeter

rings,stiffeners,thehub andthe apex rivghave been increased. A centersupport

column has been added and isattached_othe apex ring(perDetail"A") andtothe
channelwall. The channelincorpor,"es internalwebs atthecenterforpassingthe
column loadstothebottom sectionhub. Channelconstructionis shown inSection

"A-A" ofLayoutNo. 4 and itisthesa_e as thatdescribedpreviouslyfortheoxidizer

applications.The fourchannelbranchesare longcantileverbeams which willrequire
some additionalsupportattheends. These supportsmay be fittingswiththeoutboard

ends fixed to the aft section perimeter ring and the opposite ends engaged with the
channel ends through sliding connections. This arrangement permits dimensional

changes along the length of the channel while providing support normal to the flat

surfaces of the channel. Supports may also be required between the outboard surface
of the aft section perimeter ring and the tank wall. Basket weight for the larger LH 2

basket is 112 kgm (247 Ibm) with major items being stiffeners and perforated sheet.

Layout No. 4 describes a fourth acquisition device for use in APOTV LH2 tanks. T_e
device is slightly smaller (234 cm dia) than the configuration shown previously in
Layout No. 3. Layout No. 4 design is the same as the previous case except that some
of the structural members have been scaled down slightly. This basket weight is 87.5

kgm (193.0Ibm).

2.4.3 PROPELLANT ACQUISITION WITH SETTLING. An alternativetocapillary

acquisitiondevicesispropellantcollectionwiththereactioncontrolsystem (RCS).
This system may be used eitherinconjunctionwitha thermal subcooler(see2.4.2.2)

or a pressurization system (see 2.4.3.3). The settling system utilizes the existing

RCS system on the vehicle so the only penalties involved in this system are additional

propellant and storage bottle weight. For purposes of this study, the propellants are
N204/MMH. A pressurization system is used in one of the concepts selected. The
pressurization system provides the NPSP of 3.45 kN/m 2 (0.5 psia) and 6. S9 kN/m 2

(1.0 psia) to the hydrogen and oxygen boost pumps, respectively. In all three concepts
selected for this study, boost pumps will be used.

2.4.3.1 Propellant Settling Analysis, Mission profiles were established in Section

2.4.1 for single and dual stage POTV and APOTV configurati, s. These profiles

determine, among other things, the mass of the vehicle and each of the propellants
subsequent to each of the various burns that the mission requires. Before each of
these burns, however, the liquid propellant (hereafter to be referred to as liquid
hydrogen) must be settled in the aft end of the propellant tank to assure ignition. It

is observed from experience with Centaur flight data that the liquid hydrogen will
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require longer settling times than the liquid oxygen. Therefore only the hydrogen

settling requirements are analyzed. The preferred thrust level and resultant duration
for settling is the subject of this section.

To evaluate the amount of settling propellant, the time required to settle the liquid

hydrogen must be calculated. Two documented approaches will be used to calculate

the settling times (References 21 and 22). To lessen any deviation from reality which
the results of either method may introduce, the settling time used to calculate the

settling propellant required for any one mission will be a weighted average of the results
of the two aforementioned methods.

The general features of the POTV were shown in Figure 2-15. The APOTV is the same
diameter but is less than half as long. In either case the second stage of the dual stage

configuration is identical to the first stage. From Figure 2-15, the liquid hydrogen

tank is observed to be larger than the liquid oxygen tank. Therefore, the hydrogen will

take much longer to settle. It is for this reason that when the hydrogen is considered
settled, the vehicles' propellants are considered settled. The dimensions of the

hydrogen tank for the APOTV and POTV are shown below.

APOTV POTV

__. RI_ a 155.4 cm (61.2 in) 155.4 cm (61.2 in)

L

R 214.6 cm (84.5in) 214.6 cm (84.5in)

L 286.3 cm (112.7in) 594.9cm (234.2in)
/
-- ELLIPTICAL END SECTIONS FR 1.391 2.110

Finenessratio(FR)= (2a+ L)/2R

The missionprofiledetermines,fora givenstageofa givenvehicle,a sequenceof

main enginestarts(MES). Associatedwitheach main enginestartisthepercentage
ofthehydrogentankfilledwithliquid,(filllevel),as wellas theoverallmass ofthe

vehicle.The fillleveland themass ofthevehicleare necessarydatain determining
theamount ofsettlingtime requiredto settlepropellants.This informationis given
inTable 2-24. Also includedinTable 2-24 istheaccelerationofthevehicleas a result

ofa resett]/ngthrustassumed to be 18.1 kgf(40Ibf).The accelerationiscalculated

from theformula aT = (F/M) gc"

Knowing thereorientatlonaccelerationappliedtothevehicle,thegeometry ofthe

hydrogentank,thefillleveland the specificsurfacetensionofhydrogen[a/p = 27.2
cm3/see2 (9.6093 • 10-4 ft3/sec2)],the reorientationtimescan now be calculated.

: Itisconservativelyassumed thattheliquidexistsin a zero-gravityconfiguration
occupyingtheend of thetankoppositetowhich the]/quidhydrogenis tobe settled.

: Figure2-26 clarifiesthisand shows how variouspartsofthetotalcollectiontime are
: defined.
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Table 2-24. Vehicle Fill Level, Mass, and Acceleration for Various Mission-MES

APOTV APOTV Dual Stage POTV POTV Dual _age

i Sing le Sir%"e ,i
Stage 1st Stage 2rid Stage Stage 1st Stage 2rid Stage

ME53 0.409 0.083 0. 482 0.392 0. 052 1 0. 489

MES4 0. 171 0. 229 0. 134 0.230

_..:, MES5 0. 085 - 0. 120 0. 066 I 0. 119

MES6 0. 048 0. 036 Jr "

I MES2 _ 74,006 132. 471 90,972 128,342 235,782 150,690

___ MES3 5,,064 14,599 61,505 100,320 16,914 101,758
MES4 21,600 41,693 27,552 68, g52

_ _ m= MESS 14,813 - 33,105 18,_56 II 34,588 t
MES6 11,871 - i 15,070 I

I [ ,I

'_=_ (" ._ms211._585.I0"z 9.7135-I0"31.41_5.10-2!L0025"I0"2 5.45_6.10"3 S.5394"10"3

= <_----_I MES3 !2.2162-10 -2 8. S143.10- 2 2.0921o10-21o2827.10-2 7.6079.10 -2 1.2646.10 -2

¢_ MES4 i5.9574. 10"2 3.0864-10-24.6704.10-2 - t 1. _689. 10-2

_ _ MESS 18. 6870. 10-2 3. $870.10 "_ 6. 8244-10-2 12.3573.10-';

_ >_ -._. MES6 ]1.0840.10-1 - 8. 5388.10-2 i Il t i

The equations used to calculate the collection times depend on the velocity of leading edge

at station 3 , VL. From this velocity a Weber number can be calculated, (We = VL 2 Ro/d)

whose value will determine whether or not a geyser will form. When We -<4 no geyser will
form and the total collection time can be calculated from either of the two formulas below.

t, T=t l+t 2 +_*/V o

t. T = t4 + t 5

The term _*/V o is th¢_ additional time required for the liquid to collect once the leading

edge has reached station 3. Values of t 1, t 2, t4, t 5 and Vo are calculated as outlined in
Sumner's report (Ref. 2D. Since his equations dealt with a cylindrical tank with hemi-

spherical end sections, the equations were sligl_ly modified to apply to the present
application. The radius of a sphere with the equivalent volume of the elliptical volume

•_ was used. If 4 _ We < 20 a geyser will form but its axial progression will not proceed

past a certain point. In this Weber number range, Sumner's equation for t3 is valid
and hence can be used in calculating collection times.

: t' T = t 1 + t2 + t 3

t" T = t 4 _ t5
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1-G

-- CONFIGUKA l_ION

/-

_- I I v Ii t

1 i ZERO-G

STATIONS 3 2 1 I' 2' 3' 4'

t 1 g the amount of time it takes the leading edge to proceed from Station 1
to Station 2

t2 m the amount of time it takes the leading edge to proceed from Station 2
to Station 3

t 3 • the amount of time it takes the liquid to collect and settle once the lesding
edge has reached Station 3

t4 • the amount of time it takes the vapor bubble to proceed from Station 1'
to Station 4'

t5 • the amount of time it take5 liquid to clear the walls once the vapor bubble
has reached Station _'

tf • the amount of time it takes vapor bubble to proceed from Station 1' to
Station 3' (distance between Stations _' and : is _ = 0. 005R)

t0.23--_ the amount of time it takes vapor bubble to proceed from Station 1' to
Station 2' (distance between stations 4' and 2' is 0. 23P.)

-, Figure 2-26. Relation of Settling Times to Tank Stations

If We z 30,a geyserwiU form and proceed in the direction of the applied acceleration

with a constant velocity. By conservation of momentum arguments, this affect will slow
the rate at which liquid is collected in the tank. As the Weber numbers will typically
be on the order of a few thousand, an alternate method of calculating t" T wtil be used.

t, T=t l+t 2 +L*/V c

t" T=t¢ +2t0.23

where
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vcVo 76)KF, i+a)jR lJ2]
t¢ and to. 23 are found using the equations contained in the work of Hollister and
Satterlee (Reference 22).

Settling Times and Propulsive .Requirements

The results of the calculations of collection times, t' T and t"T, for each burn of each
vehicle configuration are presented in Table 2-25 for three different settling thrust
levels.

One observes that a disparity exists between the two estimates of collection times. An

averagir_ technique must be employed to decide upon one value. A rationale that may be
used to decide upon a compromise value is as follows. Admittedly, a more conservative
approach would be to use the larger of the tT values, however that conservatism is not

considered warranted. If t'T and/or t"T is greater than, say, 1000 sec let more weight

Table 2-25. Settling Burn Times in Seconds Determined by Two
Calculation Methods

f--------. -_------._

1 t'T t"T t'T t" T t'T t"T

_OLL E ._,ES2 116 ,19 612 1303 33,9 91,_'_ES3 66 349 ,9, 1103 1680 81-_

STAGE ME_4 ,2 167 1,5 69 _' 10,6 1873

_ESS _6 1,7 9._ ,6. 917 ].,7,

ME56 22 129 77 408 7" ' 1291

IA POTV 1ST MES2 146 516 774 1630 1510 1380
DUAL MES3 25 146 93 462 909 1462
STAGE 2ND MES2 188 457 88]. 1444 2256 ].046

MES3 92 372 488 ].177 1549 903

ME$4 62 Z69 468 850 1479 2689
MESS 48 225 178 712 1380 228].

POTV MES2 281 672 1588 2125 1582 2262

SINGLE MES3 181 511 1207 1616 2524 1452
STAGE MES4 51 217 210 687 932 2172

MESS 38 169 147 533 637 1,686
MESS 3]. 146 1].7 463 490 1464

[

POTV ].ST MES2 38]. 872 2757 I 263' 4804 _495
• DUAL MES3 34 158 133 I 491_ 568 1676

STAGE 2ND MES2 362 765 1728 I 2418 2709 J13S
I

MES3 197 SS2 2156 1744 3517 1631
MES4 J2,4 373 546 1180 1737 3732

MESS 9]. 302 401 964 1270 1270
.i , .,
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be given to the lesser value and let this weighting increase as the disparity between t' T
and t" T increases. This procedure will allow reasonable settling without excessive

fuel consumption. If t' T and t" T are less than 1000 sec, let more weight be given to
the greater value and let this weighting increase as the disparity increase. This will

assure settling without excessive propellant usage. The averaging procedure is
symbolically depicted below.

Given A > B where A and B are t' T or t" T depending on their magnitudes

if A and/or B > 1000 if A and B < I000

C=(A-B) B+(B) A C :'(A-B) A +(B) B
A A A A

= B (2-B/A) = A - B + B2/A

Estimates of the collection times for each burn of each vehicle have been found for three
discrete thrust levels. These times are summarized in Table 2-26. it remains to

calculate the amount of propellant necessary to accomplish all of the settling requirements
that a mission for a given vehicle configuration demands. This is found by summing the

collection times over the various burns of a mission (listed in Table 2-26) and using this

information in conjunction with an appropriate ISP to calculate settling propellant require-
ments. Assuming an ISP of 260 sec for the propellants N2G4/MMH the settling propellant

mass requirements are determined as a function of thrust level and presented in Figure
2-27. The settling system takes no hardware weight penalties other than propellant and

storage tank mass in the latter system comparisons, assuming RCS hardware e_sts.

As can be seen in Figure 2-27, the amount of settling propellant required for a mission

is least when the settling thrust is 0.4 lbf. The time required, however, may be
excessive at t'b.ts thrust level. If a larger thrust level is chosen instead, the propellant

requirements are still not large. For purposes of the system comparisons, a conservative

settling thrust of 18.2 kgf (40 lbf) is assumed to give propellant weight requirements.
This resulted in the maximum settling time being 657 seconds for MES2 of tb_ dual stage
POTV, most others were considerably shorter. Obviously lower weights can be used
as the mission becomes better defined.

2.4.3.3 Helium Pressurization Mass Requirements. Pressurization, or the equivalent

thermal subcooling for use with the start basket concept, will be required to provide
adequate net positive suction pressure (NPSP) for feed system pump operation. Both

the hydrogen and oxygen tanks will be pressurized prior to and during main engine

firing. Helium pressurization is required prior to and during engine firing for the

: oxygen tank and prior to engine firing for the hydrogen tank. During engine firing the
hydrogen tank will utilize autogeneous pressurization.

Heli,un requirements were computed based on a 6.89 kN/m 2 {1.0 psia) and 3.45 kN/m2

{0.5 psia) pressurization for the oxygen and hydrogen tanks, respectively. For the
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Table 2-26. Collection Times in Seconds From Weighted Average
of the Times Contained in Table 2-25

A POTV A POTV POTV POq"V

APOTV DUAL DUAL POTV DUAL DUAL

SINGLE STAGE; STAGE; SINGLE STAGE; STAGE;

F = 40 Ibf STAGE IstSTAGE 2nd STAGE STAGE Ist STAGE 2nd STAGE

MES2 329 411 346 S09 657 574

MES3 284 125 303 394 131 425

MES4 154 - 221 178 290

MESS 126 - 187 140 238

MES6 11__.../1 - - 12._._2 - .....2._"

E t 1004 536 1057 1343 788 1527

F -- 4 lbf

MES2 937 1180 1224 1989 2752 2221

MES3 772 388 774 1512 401 2077
MES4 478 - 640 541 839
MESS 391 - 580 427 - 722

MES6 346 - - 37__6 - -

Z t 2924 1568 3218 4845 3153 5859

F -- 0.4 lbf

MES2 1580 1499 1607 2058 4784 3077

MES3 1209 1253 1280 2069 931 2506
MES4 1551 - 2145 1464 - 2666

MESS 1264 - 1914 1033 - 1270

MES6 I08...___4 .....2.. 816 - -

E t 6688 2752 6946 7440 5715 9519

oxygen tankthehelium usagewas calculatedusingtheLOXPRES computer program
describedin Section2.4.1. 2he helltuamass requiredtopressurizethehydrogen

tankwas obtainedfrom resultsoftheMULTBOT computer program (fora description

ofMULTBOT seeReference23). Calculationsbased on theoutputfrom LOXPRES
and on Centaurflightdatawere used tosetup theinputdataforMULTBOT.

The resuRs oftheheliumpressurizationanalysisforthefourvehiclestraderconsider-

ationare presentedinTables 2-27 through2-30. These resultsare based on a

helium pressurevesselhavingthefollowingphysicalcharacteristics:maximum dry

weightof35.2 kgm (77.5Ibm),internalvolume of0.134m3 (4.734ft3),maximum
pressure between278K (500R)and 367K (660R) at31026 kN/m 2 (4500psia). For

analysispurposes,initialbottleconditionsof31026kN/m 2 (4500psia}and 278K (500R)
and f_nalconditionsof3758 kN/m 2 (400psia)and 167K (300R)were used. Based on

theseconditionstheresultsindicatethata singleheliumbottleshouldbe adequatefor

tankpressurizationineach ofthesystems analyzed.
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Flgure 2-27. Propellant Mass Required to Settle Liquid
Hydrogen for Various Thrust Levels
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Table 2-27. Helium Expended for Pressurization, kg m (lbm) , Single
Stage APOTV - Delivery Only

He He I
Burn Pressurization Pressurlza_on ', Total He He to He to

Number Prior to P_u'n During Burn Pressunzatlon LO2 Tank LH2 Tank

1 0.045 (0.i00) 0.33 (0.72) 10.372 (0.$20) 0.33 (0.73) 0.041 (0.090)
2 0.026 (0.564) 0.14 (0.30) 0.392 (0.864) 0.20 (0.45) 0.188 (0.414)
3 0.361 (0.796) 0.13 (0.29) 0.493 (1.086) 0.2.4 (0.53) 0.252 (0.556)
4 0.484 (1.068) 0.0 (0.0) 0.484 (1.008) 0.15 (0.34) 0.330 _0.72S)
5 0.529 (1.167) 0.0 (0.0) 0.529 (1.167) 0.17 (0.38) 0.357 (0.787)

6 0.535 (1.179) 0.0 (0.0) 0.635 (1.179) 0.1S (0.39) 0.358 (0._'89)

2.805 (6.184) 1.25 (2.82) 1.526 (3.364)
Total He 2.211 (4.874) 0.59 (1.31) I t

Volume Expended:

V i,0.0730m 3 (2.579ft "3) ff V i•0.0694m 3 (2.452ft 3) ff
Pf = 2",'58 kN/m 2 (400 psta) and Pf • 1379 kN/m 2 (200 pita) and
Tf = 167K (300R) Tf = 1113; (200R)

Table 2-28. Helium Expended for Pressurization, kg m (Ibm), Dual
Stage APOTV - Round Trip

I

I He i He
Burn Pressurization I Pressttrtzaflon Total He He _ He to

Ym=ber Prior to Bul_ [ _ Burn Pressurization LO 2 Tank LH2 Trek
I

FroST STAGE

1 o.o+5(o.1oo)0.57 (1.25) o.e17(s.35o)o.. (1.27) o.o_(0.o9o)
2 0.30,(o.s7_ o.15(0.30) 0.574(1.u7) 0.29 (0.63) 0.250(o.61_
3 0.526(1.1,) o.o (o.o) 0.52.(1.;_) o.17 (0.3,) 0.356(0.7,3)

To,-,_ 0.9_1(2.14o)o.75 (1.66) 1.u9 (3.790)1.04 (2.30) 0.675(1.48o)
_co+,_sT_

1 0.046(0.100_0.09(0.19) 0.132(0.:90) 0.09 (0.20) 0.041(0.090_
2 ;0.125 (0.282) 0.35 (0.'16) 0.482 (1.062) 0.37 (0.$2) / 0.110 (0.242)

3 0.323 (0.712) 0.16 (o.35) 0.482 (1.062) 0.25 (0.58) [ 0.232 (0.512)4 0.454 (1.000) 0.0 (0.0) 0.454 (1.000) 0.14 (0.31) , 0.313 (0.690)

5 0.506 (1.116) 0.0 (0.0) 0.605 (1.116) 0.16 (0.35) 10.343 (0.755)
Tot_He 1.456 (3.210) 0.60 (1.32) 2.065 (4.630) :.02 (2.24) 1.039 (2.29 t')

Volmu Ez m_d;

First St_e SemmdStqp
Vi -0.0444 m3 (1.581 ft 3) if V t -0.0MS m 3 (1.589 ft3) if
PI = 2755 I_/m2 (400 pufla) and P! - 2'rs8kN/m 2 (400 psi&) md
Tf - 157)[ (300R) Tf • 157K (300R)

V i ,, 0.0425 m 3 (1.503 ft 3) if Y 1 - 0.0509 m 3 (1.795 It 3) ff
Pf - t379 kN/m2 (200 psla) and Pf - 1379 k.N/m2 (200 psia) and
Tf - 111][ (200R) Tf - 111K (200R)
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Table 2-29. Helium Expended for Pressurization, kg m (lbm),

Single Stage POTV - Delivery Ordy

He He

Burn l>ressurlzatfon Pressurization Total He He to He to i

N,maber Prior toBurn During Bum Pressurization LO2 Tank LH2 T_nk I

1 0.063 (0.139) 0.53 (1.16) 0.589 (1.299) 0.54 (1.18) 0.054 (0.119) i
2 0.367 (0.St0) 0.25 (0.55) 0.617 (1.360) 0.36 (0.79) 0.259 (0.570) i

3 0.560 (1.234) 0.24 (0.54) C.805 (1.774_ 0.43 (0.94) 0.378 (0.834) ,

4 0.754 (1.563) 0.0 (0,0) 0.754 (1.663) 0.26 (0.58) 0.491 (1.083)

5 | 0,811 (1.788) 0.0 _0.0) 0.811 (1.788) 0.29 (0.63) 0.525 (1.158)

6 L 0.$39 (1,$50) 0.0 (0.0) 0.840 (1,$51) 0.29 (0.65) 0.5,15 _1.201)
Tor.c[He 3,390 (7,486) 1.02 (2.25) 4,416 (9.735) 2.16 (4,77) 2.252 (4.965)

i , t

Volume ExpeB_K_

V i - 0.1150 m 3 (4.060 ft 3) ff V i - 0.109 m 3 (3.860 ft 3) Lf
P[ - 2758 k._/m 2 _400 p_da) and P[ - 1379 k.N/m 2 (200 psia) and

Tf ," 167K (300R) Tf - 111K (200R)

Table 2-30. Helium Expended for Pressurization, kg m (Ibm),

Dual Stage POTV - Round Trip

: He He ! :

Burn Presmsztza_oa P_$mwizazlou TotLl He He to He to f
Number Prtor to Buru Durt_ Buzn PresmartzaCtou L02 Tank LH2 T_k

FIRST STAGE

1 0.063 (0.139) 0.54 (1..1,1) 0.703 (1.549) 0.65 (1.43) 0.054 (0.119)
: 0.433 (0.954) 0.68 (1.50) 1.113 (2.454) 0.$1 (1.79) 0.301 (0.564)
3 0.830 (1.830) 0.0 (0.0) 0. El0 (1.$30) 0.29 (0.84) 0.540 (1.190) i

Total He i.326 (2.923) 1.32 (2.91p 2.846 (5.$33) A.75 (3.$6) 0.$95 (1.975)

SECOND STAGE
b

1 0.063 (0,139) 0.11 (0.24) 0.172 (0.379) 0.12 (0.26) 0.054 (0.J :,

2 0.157 (0.347) 0.59 (1.31) 0.752 (1.657) 0.62 (1.36) 0.A35 (0. ,C_

3 i 0.464 (1.022) 0.28 (0.61) 0.740 (1.632) 0.42 (0.93) 0.315 (0.'. "'
4 0.676 (1.490_ 0.0 (0.0) 0.675 (1.,_9) 0.23 (0.51) 0.44_ (0.9..
5 0.760 (1.673) 0.0 (0.0) 0,760 (1,575) 0.27 (0.59) 0.492 (l.0S_)

r

Tota.lHe ! 2.120 (4.673) 0.96 t2.16) 2.099 (6.632) 1.66 (3.65) !. 1.443 (3.1$2)
Vohsme Expended:

rir_ Stage

V i ,, 0.0659 m 3 (2.435 ft 3) ff V i - 0.0807 m 3 (2. $49 ft 3) ff

P! - 2756 klq/m 2 (400 p_ta) sad Pf - 27U kN/m $ (400 p_ _d
Tf " 167K (300R) Tf - 16"rK (200 R)

V i - 0.0(WS m3 (2.213 ft3) ff V i - 0.0?67 m 3 (3.709 ft 3) ff
Pf ,, 1379 kN/m 2 (200 plia) smt Pf - 1379 k._/m2 (200 p_s) lad
T t - 1111( (200 R) Tf • IlIK tB00R)
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2.4.4 FEED SYSTEM COMPARISONS. The ten candidates considered in the earlier

study were narrowed to three for this study. The three feed sy_ as selected from
the earlier study are Systems A, B and K; see Settles 2.3.5.1 for details on the

various alternatives. These three candidate systems were selected because they
ranked highest in the previous study; they further provide the comparison between

settling and capillary devices as well as a comparison between pressurization and

thermal suboooling to provide boost pump NPSP. The comparisons are made for the

two APOTV and two POTV missions indicated in Tables 2-16 through 2-19. For each

mission, different vehicle configurations were selected; two are single-stage and two
dual-stage. For the latter the weights of feed systems for both stages have been
summed together. All sygems have boost pumps since the current engine development
work indicates tank-mounted electrically-driven boost pumps are the preferred
alternative to two-phase pumping or pressurization to provide the initial start transient
NPSP. Additional subcooling of 21 to 28 kN/m 2 (3 to 4 psia) would be required ff boost

pumps were not used. It was determined that this would result in more than doubling
the weight of subcoolers sized to provide the current NI_SP plus subcooler pressure
losses; therefore options D and N from the previous study were not considered here.

In this preliminary study for OTVs, no further consideration has been given to
propellant duct ccoling or coolant handling and the preferred concepts of cooled ducts
with coolant pumped back into the tank are used. Only the latter effects this weight
comparison.

2.4.4.1 Hardware Weight Comparisons. In this weight comparison, those items which
are equal for all three systen _ have been eliminated from _ tables and were not

considered. All other items considered here were part of the previous study, Section
2.3.5, and are addressed here and in the payload penalty section. The results of the

hardware weights are presented in Tables 2-31 through 2-34 for the four missions
considered.

The capillary device weights were presented in detail in Figures 2-22 through 2-25.
Pressurant requirements which defined the bottle hardware were discussed in Section
2.4.3.3. Two types of bottles were considered for this study. The earth-based

APOTV has hard mounted amblent-storage bottles whereas the POI_V has _mblent

storage bottles which can be replaced during EVA on-orblt. The increase in weight
for this capability is from 21 kgm (47 Ibm) to 52 kgm (115 lbm) for a 0.071 m3 (2.5 ft 3)
bottle. Plumbing wPs typically 34 kgm (75 Ibm) to 44 kgm (98 Ibm) for all missions
while valves, controls and other components were 31 kgm (69 Ibm) to 47 kgm (104 Ibm).
These pressurization systems have been designed and their weight defined in detail in
our OTV studies. TI_ previous study carried a pressurization system weight 41 kgm
(90 Ibm) for other than the feed systems which is not considered in th/s study. Also,
the helium required to pressurize the N204/MMH sy_m was determined to be
negligible in this prelinflnary comparison and is neglected.

The r_bcooler analysis cg Section 2.4.2.2 provided the weights for tht ubcooler
hardware. One component of the suheooler system is the plumbing to route the
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Table 2-31. Hardware Weight PenaltiesforSystems

Comparison, kgm (Ibrn), APOTV SingleStage
i

Feed

ill
l:_ns.lty Element A Z ii

I. CalltllsZ'y Device I._ 2 - 67 (19-_
LO2 - 24 (93

2. Pt-esjru._zlt:Loa 97 (191) - -

3..qubcooter I.H2 13 (28) 13 (29
LO2 - 16 (3.5) 16 (35

4. gJeU.llo(S,/mm 18 (39) 18 (39) -

-;. c_,-..tP.=_ _= - 9"(20) 9 (_o
S,,m Lo2 - lo (23)_lo (:3

TOTAL_ 104 (230} 66 (149_ 160 (352

Tabl3 2-32. Hardware Weight PenaltiesforSystems

Comparison, kgm (Ibm),APOTV Dual Stage

v

bed

= ii,
!!.. J

t. C:l_lhtryDevt_ LH:t - - Irr9(39_
Loz - - ;s (lost

2. Pt'euurLmt_e 188(4.t0) - -

=. S,/mool_r Z.H= - =S (9e) =s (u)
LO_ - m i?o)_ ('70)

4. SetLIJ_$ysJ_tm 29 (61 28 (61) -

s", coo__ t_: - ts (40) 19 (40)
s_mm r.o_ - :x (46) :1 (46)

'roTA;.,s :. (4n) ,:4 (_:) :2.o(To4)
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Table 2-33. Hardware Weight Penalties for Systems

Comparison, kgm (Ibm), POTV Single Stage

Sysram .: _ -_

Hardware Weight

Penal_ Element A B K

1. Capi_ Device LH 2 - 112 (247)
LO2 - 34 (74)

2. l=_'eesu.-'_-_ttou 142 (313) -

3. Subcooler LH 2 - 29 (65 29 (66)
L(_2 - 33 (73] 33 (73)

4. Settling System 24 (52) 24 (52]

5. Coolant Pumping LH 2 - 10 (22] 10 (22)
SyWam LO2 - 13 (291 13 (29)

TOTALS 166 (365)1 109 (241:231 (510

Table 2-34. Hardware Weight Penalties for Systems

Comparison, kg m (Ibm), POTV Dual Stage

Feed

Hsz_ws_e Weight

I_.a1_/EXeme,,t A " K

1. Capfl._ Device LtI 2 - 224 (494)
LO2 - 67 (148)

2, Presatn'izatloa 254 (561) *

3. S,l_ooler LH z - 81 (179) 61 (179)
L_/ = ss (195) as (196)

4. SeV.l/nlSy-t_m 4O (89) _) (69) -

S. CoolmstPUml_r,_, LH 2 = 2O (44) 20 (44)
System L(_/ 29 (65) 29 (65)

TOTALS 295 (650] 289 (572) 510(1125)
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coolant fluid back to the tank. These hardware weights are also determined and are
included in hardware weight summaries.

The settling system hardware weight consists only of the additional tankage hardware

required to store the N204/MMH since only a delta is considered above the onboard
RCS system, The total settling propellants for the selected 18 kgf (40 lbf) thrust are
presented in Figure 2-27 for each of the stages. Considerable weight saving may be
realized here if mission time lines permit longer settling periods than 650 seconds.

In noting the mission timelines, some burns may better be served by maintaining
control of the propellant between burns. Moreover, with all other burns, settling
times of approximately 1800 seconds could well be acceptable. The tankage factor

used to define N204/MMH storage weights was 0.113 kgm (0.25 Ibm) propellant supply
system weight including tankage per kgm (Ibm) propellant for bellows equipped bottles.

System B with settling and thermal subcooling has the lowest hardware weight for ail
missions. System B is followed by System A using settling and pressurization with
System K with capillary device and thermal subcooler the heaviest system with
significant weight differences occurring for all missions. Adjustment ol the above
assumptions will not change this ranking. This same ranking was observed in the
earlier study, however the differences were not as pronounced.

2.4.4.2 Payload Penalty Comparisons. Payload penalty comparisons are made for
both hardware weights and fluids. The payload partials data from Table 2-20 is used
with the data in the previous section to generate payload weight penalties for the four
missions. These are presented in Tables 2-35 through 2-38. The high payload
partials of the second stage are major factors on dry hardware weights. The largest
driver in fluid weights is the significant residuals in the LO2 subcooler. Considering

all elements, System A with settling and pressurization has the lowest payload penalty
for all missions considered. S£stem B with settling and thermal subcooling is a
nominally close second with System K using a capillary device and subcooling having
the largest penalty. For the dual-stage POTV, System A is a significant amount
lighter than B or K. In comparing these results with the previous study, Table 2-12,
the results are different; there system B showed a slight advantage while Systems A

and K were similar. It is significant that as vehicle size increases, Systems A and
B shift ranking, most likely because of the trade-off between pressurization and
subcooler re._iduals.

2.4.4.3 Relative Reliability. The relative reliability of the three concepts is
detezmined for the zour missions using the procedures developed for the Centaur

vehicle (Ref. 17) with environmental factors defined in prior Interim Upper Stages
Studies (Ref. 24). The operating hours t are multiplied by a factor of 0.1 to account
for electromechacflcal parts in standby or off condition during boost and coast. The
environmental factors K are respectively 50, 20 and 1 for boo_t, burn and coast.
Reliability is then defined by the expression R = e-tKt where I is the failure rate

accumulated fox all the system components of each concept. The results of this
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analysisare presentedinTable 2-39 where reliabilityR and mean missionsbetween

failuresMMBF equalto-1/_nR are presented. ConceptA has thehighestreliability
forallmissionsconsidered.

Table 2-39. Comparison of Relative Reliability for Three Concepts
Under Comparison

SingleStage DualStage SingleStage Dual Stage
Mission APOTV APOTV POTV POTV

i -

Concept R MMBF R MMBF R MMBF R IMMBF

A 0.998539 684 0.997988 497 0.998642 736 0.99819_ I 553
B 0.998046 511 0.997311 371 0.998184 550 0.997586 I 414

K 0.9.:.'7703 435 0.996839 316 0.997866 468 0.997163 I 352i

2.4.4.4 Mission Profile Flexibility. Beta settling systems and capillary systems impose

restrictions on mission tlmelines. Settling systems with 18.2 kgf (40 Ibf) thrust may
require up to 657 seconds for settling prior to each burn of a mission. Capillary

devices impose a restriction on design that the capillary device must refill within the

shortest burn duration of the mission. Additionally, capillary device thermal con-

ditioning requirements are proportional to coast durations and longer coast period,_
may require devices with increased volume. The restrictions of the settling systems

are more easily met and for successive burns with short coast periods, maintaining

propellant control during coast with settling motors is a possible solution.

_. 4.4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations. The major consideration in propellant
feed system selection is the payload penalty. Secondary considerations are hardware
weight, mission flexibility, system reliability, and development status. The system

{Concept A) with settling motors and pressurization has the lowest payload penalty
of the three concepts considered for both single and dual stage ' ._OTV and POTV

missions. The capillary device system {Concept K) was the heaviest of the three

concepts considered. Large LO2 st_cooler residuals were a major weight
consideration with the two concepts requiring thermal sttbcoolers. Mission flexibility
was not significantly restrictive for any system considered. Concept A had the

highest system reliability, a satisfactory value, and requires no new technology.
Concepts B and K both require thermal subc _ [er development and system K requires
start basket development. Concept B with l- JpeUant settling and a thermal subcooler
has lower hardware weights than the other two systems, however that comparison
does not consider fluids expended and fluid residuals. Concept A is the recommended
system and requires minimal development of new technology. The study assumed the
existence of electrically driven tank-mounted boost pumps for all three concepts which
may require development. Verification with flight experiments for settling will
provide confirmation of analysis in this area.
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